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Save Your Height
by A/an Purnell

pistol grip structure which the left hand can
grasp firmly to hold the camera steady.

The grip may, of course, be of any shape
and material to suit the designer. My own is
of discarded Meccano parts. The carpenter
or model aeroplane enthusiast may even
shape a lump of wood with a groove for
each finger-positive luxury!

Provision must be made on top of' tbe
grip for holding what ,is usually called a
"camera case retaining screw" which screws
into the base of the camera. Most miniature
cameras in this country (even foreign
makes) have a standard l-inch Whitworth
thread so that even a discarded bolt will do
-as long as the camera can be aligned to
point in the right direction! In this case the
grip as a whole would have to be rotated to
screw the camera to the grip. The "pukka"
screw will solve the problem automatically
if room is left to revotve the "screw" in its
seating by the knurled knob.

All that is re(luil'ed now is a cable release
(of at least 10 in. length) to be screwed into
,the correct socket in the camera (not the
flash contacts!) and to curve back over the
top of the camera into a suitable housing on
the grip, so that the plunger may be moved

DIAGRAM OF BASIC COMPONENT ARRANGEMENT.

WHY perform involuntary aerobatics
. while photographing turning-points?

Why do tight vertical turns with the stick
between your knees? Using two hands to
take the necessary photograph loses even
the pundit a good deal of valuable height,
but whereas the Diamond C merchant can
aod will recover his position, the Silver C
aspirant may nut-as recently evidenced by
a victim in Ac:aa who just. had to land in the
bush, poor chap.

I felt that I too, one day, might need to
photograph a turning-point, and realising
that jf I ever did, I shaIl need every inch of
height to get home again, I decided to
"activate the grey matter". This article is
the result.

It is possible (but only just) to take a
photograph with the camera in the left
hand only if the shutter is mounted on the
lens barrel, but it is almost impossible if
the shutter is mounted DD top. One needs
to be a contortionist to look threugh. the
viewfinder, whether it is frame or optical
type, and the position is so very unsteady
anyway that the negati.ves are liable to be
rather blurred unless a very high shutter
speed is used. It is, however,. much easier to
use the right hand, but since only a few
pilots can fly left-handed, this is not much
help.

What is required, therefore, is a means of
holding the camera firmly in the left hand,
with provision for a smooth release Qf the
shutter, while leaving the right hand free to
hold the stick normally. It would be a great
advantage to use a direct-vision frame view
finder somehow clipped to the camera. This
would enable one to fly out of the corner of
one's eye (so to speak) and also to recognise
features on the ground which would be lost
in an optical finder.

The problem can be solved completely fot
a camera which has a tripod bush, cable
release SQCket and an accessory shoe. The
latter is used for fitting the viewfinder and
so is not vital but, as will be seen, later,
extremely useful. The cable release socket
really is necessary unless some cumbersome
system ofstrings. or-levers is devised to work
the shutter release remotely. The tripod
bush serves to mount the camera on a
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by easy pressure with the fin;t finger. The
diagram may help to make this clear.

There are several importaot points to
note. First, the flexible cable release wire
must 1><: of sufficient length (more than
10 in.) to prevent undue bending of the
wire which, if twisted too much, may indeed
trip the shutttr. Secondly, the plunger end
of the cable (i.e. the grip end) must not be a
permanent fixture, for otherwise it will be
ne~t to impossible to screw the other end
into the camera-<:xcept by using three
hands. The procedure, therefore, is to
screw the cable into the camera socket fin;t
and then to bend the cable back o...~r the
camera and thread it through a suitable
aperture in the grip to be fixed in position
there by an adjustable clamp.

Although the above vastly simplifies
taking photographs, it is still difficult to
sight the ground through the viewfinder
(owing to the proximity of the left hand),
and so it is an advantage to fit a frame view·
finder, rigidly mounted· on the top of the eye will have shifted its position and a false
camera. A great deal more care is necessary field of view is Qbtained owing to the finite
to build this accessory than the rest. Firstly, size of the aperture. AllOwance should also
the field of view must be that as projected be made: of the fact tbat the eye cannot touch
by the lens on to the film and this means the aperture; this is especially true for any
that it must be aligned properly as well as one wearing spectacles, so that the aperture
being of the correct proPQrtion. This is of will have to be nearer the frame than
greater importance still if a telephoto lens is calculated (approximately 1 in.). It is vital
fiued,even iftbefocallength is only doubled. to check the field of view, and this is best

Theoretically the viewfinder may be a done indoors by standing 12 feet from a wall
frame size equal to the negative size and an and checking that the area seen is about
aperture for the eye set at a distance from 10 ft. by 6 ft. 6 in. (for a normal lens) and
the centre of the frame equal to the focal corresponds to that seen through the normal
length of the lens (usually equal to the viewfinder. For a non-standard lens of focal
negative diagonal for a normal lens), or of length, finches, the area seen at a distance,
a size in constant proportion to those d feet for a negative size of length I inches,
lengths. For example, for a miniature and breadth b inches, is d x I by b x d feet
camera, with standard lens, use a 1 in. x f T
It in. at 2 in., which will also serve for a assuming that d corresponds to infinity.
3! in. x 2t in. camera, if the focal le~gth of Fitting the viewfinder to the accessory
the lens is about 4 in. shQC is simple if Meccano parts are used

In practice, however, a compromise will (e.g. fishplates to slot into the shoe).
have to be made on the size of the frame. My own design is a little more compli
If the eye-frame distance is too short, the cated as (a) I wear spectacles; (b) it is
eye cannot focus on both the object (i.e. the designed to be used for both a normal lens
ground) and the frame at the same time. and a 2 x telephoto, the eye-frame distance
The edges of the frame will have to be fuzzy, being variable: to accommodate the different
since of necessity the eye will be focused on focal lengths; (c) so as not to scratch my
infinity so that the field of view is not spectaclelens,Ijudgetheeye-framedistance
clearly defined. The only solution is to by a spacer touching my forenead. This
increase the eye-frame distance which, of latter modification will no doubt appeal to
course, tends to make the device unduly those who do not like their eye being poked
large' and cumbersome. A further point to out by the aperture.
pote is that the eye should not deliberately If the above scheme is carried out it will be
look at the edges of the frame, for tben the found that it is vastly easier to take photo-
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graphs outside the right-hand sjde of the
cockpit than the left (the wrist is twisted
through a right angle in the latter case).
Also, most closed<anopy sailplanes have
only one clear vision panel and this usually
is on the left. The problem, however, is
easily solved if ,the camera is turned through
a right angle on the grip so that the camera
may be pointed .out of the window while
the left hand is still '''pointing'' forward.
This will not affect the cable release,

If the pilot finds that photographs taken
through the curved and scratched perspex
are up to his standards, then the modifica
tion is unnec~sary. I personally find that in
general the negative is of poor quality for a
miniature camera.

A further great advantage of this system
is that it facilitates air-to-air photography.
Firstly, with the frame viewfinder there is nO
danger of misjudging the distance of a
near-by sailplane as there would be if an
optical finder of image two-thirds true size
is used. Secondly, since the aircraft is still

being flown normally with the pilot in a
relaxed attitud: (so we hope) there is little
danger of losing control (or the thermal).
However, it is interesting to note that the
glider will have to be about fifty feet away
to "fill" the negative, which is rather close.
Hence the advantage of a telephoto lens-
it rests the nerves

I have purposely not given any drawings
of my own device (except an outline), since
anyone building such an apparatus will very
likely 'use totally different materials. How
ever, I do greatly recommend Meccano as
being easy to work with Another reason
(besides the fact that I cannot draw) is that
the above is desigued solely for a camera
with a built-in accessory shoe, cable release
socket and tripod bush, and unfortunately
not all cameras have these luxuries. How
ever, ingenuity and elastic bands always pay
dividends, and you can be assured that the
result is worth it.

May your landmarks be recognised and
your turning-points be distant ones!

An example of a
t urning-p oin t
photograph taken
with the author's
device; it shows
Asterton at the
bottom of the
Long Mynd.

OPERATIONS AT LESZNO

I N the article by Ann Welch published in with the words "No one reached the goal
our December issue, pp. 334-6, a large ... " in the 4th paragraph on page 335, and

section was unfortunately transposed from continues to the words"... at. the declared
its proper place under the heading "TASK start time!" on page 336.
SEllING" .and put later in the article.

The transposed section, which should After this come the sections "STARTlNO
come immediately after the words" ... was ARRANOEMENTS", "RETRIEVING ARRANGE
too big for the weather" (p. 334), begins MENTS", etc,
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Memories of U Me.phisto"
by Frank [rving

'said: "Sure, 'tis just what I'd ,expect from
the Surrey Gliding Club." Take that how
you like.

Having been built to withstand the
attentions of ignorant Army drivers, it
survived reasonably well in glidingsurround
ings, although the general massiveness of
the scantlings was sometimes a disadvantage.
Por example, no one person could lift the
spare wheel and the st.iffness of the rear
springs was rather hard on trailer tow-bars.
I recall one incident when the pounding
proved too much for the Rice trailer's front
end, whicn gently went on its knees on AS
quite a long way from civilization, fortu
nately without coming off completely. It
certainly developed one's initiative.

ON WELSH SHEEP-TRACKS
It was undoubtedly reliable and went

on all sorts of expeditions. particularly in
North Wales. On one of the early Scorer
meteorological larks, it was sent 'off to
surveY some awful mountain dear to Bill
Crease's heart. After some bours of
grinding over sheep-tracks in 4-wheel
drive, round perilous precipices with
overhangs which barely cleared the tilt,
it came to a little village built mostly of
slaJe, with a very narrow main street
defined by dry-stone walls. At this moment,
a scraggy ben shot across its bows, so Ron
Macfie clamped on the anchors. There was
a scrunch of nobbly tyres sliding on loose
stones and it neatly rotated through 90°.

A DEVILISH DEVICE The walls were abollt 1.20 Mep!:list.o-Iengths
The result produced gasps of horror or apart, and since this manoeuvre was strictly

enthusiasm according to the individual's irreversible, its extraction was a lengthy
ideas on motoring•. It was a, Canadian-built pr«:ess.
Ford V~8 15 cw(<truck with 4-wheel drive, Fuel was something of a major problem.
delivered in desert camouflage. By normal In good feUle it would average about
standards, it was vast, brutal, and thirsty, 12 m.p.g., and filling the tanks involved a
but also very strong. Its size rendered the major ca.pital investment. One Nationals
driver rather one-up, viz-a-viz policemen, cost Lome Welch ,about £35 in petrol
simce the edge of the door was roughlY at alone. Co.ming back from these Champs,
eye-Ie:vel for a constable standing without. Mike Neale arrived at Hyde Park Corner
It was cleaned up, painted a turgid colour near midnight, tired and rather dirty (200
.called "Mephisto Red" and decorated with miles in Mephisto was a great feat of
:a devilish device on the doors (artist, Frank endurance. and one rarely kept clean for
Kinder). On its first visit to the Mynd, an more than 50). He stopped at the traffic
Irish visitor took a startled g1an,ce at it and lights before turning left ihto Knightsbridge
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I T recently occurred to me that b.y now
there must be a large number of gliding

people to whom "Mephisto" is just a name;
indeed, there may be some who have never
even heard it. So, since it occupies a
venerated place in tbe annals of the Surrey
and Imperial College Club. it seemed that
now was a. good time to record some of its
history before memories faded,

Once upon a time (Le., when we were
very young at Redhill) the sole retrieving
vc:hicle was an Alvis "Silver Eagle", much
modified, which itself merits a record. Let
it suffice to say here that it was stark and
somewhat unreliable, the sort of vehicle
advertised rather flippantly in the back
pages of "Motor Sport": ., ... would suit
enthusiast," and all that sort of thing.
Even now, a retrieve along the North
Downs with an ex-Redhill member will
frequently produce a dreamy look in his
eYes as he murmurs, "I remember when the
Alvis broke its dutch here in 1'948."
Indeed, there are few parts of A25 where
it did not break its clutch between 1947
and circa 1950. Eventually, even the
tougher members realised that this type of
retrieving was incompatible with Efficiency
and Intensive Operation, so a collection
was made amongst the members and ROD
Macfie was delegated to buy a retrieving
vehicle for £120. The reader will appreciate
that financial affairs were run on a pretty
homely basis.



Mephisto himself(photo by W. Kahn).

"We have stopped you for exceeding the
speed limit."

Ron T.-O.: "What speed limit?"
The eyes looked rather shocked and

announced: "This 'ere is a commercial
vehicle and must not exceed 30 m.p.h."

Ron T.·O.: "It's a private car: there's
the licence."

The eyes disappeared, and two flat hats
moved round to the licence. A torch was
shone and, much to the gratification of the
passengers, a voice distinctly said: "Blimey,
so it is." However, the eyes re-appeared,
with a hard glint in them. "What have you
got in the back?"

Ron T.•O.: "People."
Policeman: "How many?"
Ron T.-O.: "Not sure. Better have a

look."
Off they trotted to the back, lifted up the

flap of the tilt and peered illSide. This time
a lot of eyes peered back, so tliey divided
by two and returned to Ron T.-'O. with a
sort of Cheshire Cat look on their faces.
The spokesman drew himself up to his full
height, bringing his face to driver's elbow
level, and made his little speech:

"This 'ere vehicle is designed for the

IN YORKSHIRE
Mike was also concerned in one of the

more confusing retrieves perpetrated from
Redhill. The Wcihe and an Olympia were
both in Yorkshire. A scheme was evolved
whereby the Weihe was taken by trailer
from its landing place to Brough aerodrome,
which was rather farther from RedhiIL. The
trailer then collected the Olympia and
brought it back. Meantime, an Auster
would go and collect the Weihe. Clearly,
such a plan was almost foredoomed to
failure-()r so we would think with the
advantage of hind-sight. "Two days later, the
Weihe, Olympia, Mephisto, trailer and
Auster were all in Yorkshire, the Weihe
baving, indeed, been moved farther from
Redhilt. The subsequent moves in the
game again constitute a separate story.
However, Mike found himself conducting
MephistQ and trailer in Yorkshire with
about two days of beard and ,grime. Indeed,
the whole outfit conveyed that subtle air
of unorthodoxy which causes policemen to
stop things even if they are being legal. In
this case, they were cruising around the 40
mark, so the policeman could hardly be
blamed. He was really nice about it, and
they escaped with a warning which still
rings in their ears: "There are a lot of rich
people in this county with a down on
lorry-drivers like you, so watch out!"

Another celebrated encounter with the
Law arose when it was beifig used to ferry
members to and from London (in the early
Lasham era). Ron Tudor-Owen was driving
and had worked it up to its never-exeeeded
speed of 43 m.p.h. late one Sunday night
near London Airport. A police car popped
,out, made the usual noises and slopped
Mephisto. Out got two policemen, going
through the usual motions of unbult'oning
top pockets. A cap and a pair of eyes
appeared over the edge of the driver's door:

leaving, as he thought, enough trailer ~
clearance on his left, but insufficient room
for another car. The lights changed: he
selected first cog, tramped on tbe loud pedal
and wound on a lot of left·hand down.
There was a noise like a pip being squeezed
and, behold, a gent in a rather extruded
looking Austin 7 found himself half on the
pavement. Fortunately, this character had
no wish to meet the police, being in a pretty
alcoholic state, and eventually departed.
Mephisto had a slight paint-mark on one
front tyre.
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FAUVEL SAILPLANES

AV 22 No. 0:2. St. Auban Centre,
August, 19~7. In production.

Certified by 4 Countries
Flying in 14 Cou,ntries

Being built in more than
21 Countries

AV 36

"More performance for Less money"

AV 36 HMonobloc"
AV 22 Two-seaters

Simpler

Smaller

Cheaper

Safer

Now in production ! AV 36 Mk. 11
Glide ratio 1/26. Large canopy.

Powerful airbrakes and easy landing characteristics.

Wingtips quiekly dismantled.

Sets of drawings in English/ French/ German

.. SURVOL "-CharJesFauvel, Boite PostaJe 104, Cannes A.M., France
Agent lor Canada. U.s.A. and Engl<sh speaking countries:

Go JACQU.EMI,N. P.O. Box 504. STREETSVILLE. ONTARIO. CANADA
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carriage of seven persons or more apart
from the driver and is therefore a NEAVY
motor car and must not exceed 30 m.p.h."

Ron T.-O.: "Oh ... Apart from the
driver?"

The Law: "Yes ... Better think of a
better story next week, hadn't you? Good
night."

Mephist,o's finest hour came with the
Canvey Island floods. At tbe time, it was
silting a't Imperial College, so I borrowed it
to rescue a colleague's semi-submerged
chattels. A day later, LC Union responded
to a call for volunteers, so it was used to
convey loads of students, equipped with
shovels provided by the Royal Borough of
Kensington. Having got there it seemed
the ideal vehicle for ferrying sandbags to
the dykes, having 4-wheel drive and high
ground clearance. It soon became a
familiar sight at "The .Red Cow", the
sand-bag-filling H.Q., 'and set a pace with
which the R.A.F. 3-tonners were unable to
compete. It was deemed to be laden when
the rear springs locked fairly flat. which
meaDt, in fact, about twice as many sand
bags as the 3-tonners were taking. And it
drove right up to the 'dykes whilst lesser
vehicles got frightened of the mud.

NOBLE WORK AT CANVEY
This went on for about a week and led

to various incidental entertainments. One
night, as I was driving it back full of
students full of "The Red Cow's" beer, we
passed ,a policeman cycling along Victoria
Street. The characters in the back rapidly
improvised a coarse ditty, casting doubts
on the parentage of policemen, at which
umbrage was took and much furious
pedalling started. And then, alas, I stalled
the engine at the next traffic lights and the
usual pantomime started, with the helmet
and pair of eyes (surrounded by perspira.
tion) glaring over the edge of the door. The
eyes tbought we'd better go round the
corner for a little chat. This became rather
less acrimonious when a couple of rugger-

playing types about 7 ft. tall disentangled
themselves from the R.B.K. shovels and
stood over the constable. It was put to him
that much noble work had been done at
Canvey, and perhaps exhaustion had led to
a little slip of the tongue. Moreover, hjs
suggestion that the words and music might
have distracted the driver from his proper
conduct of the vehicle was clearly un
founded, since anything other than the
engine was quite inaudible in Mephisto's
cab. Eventually, he doubtfully agreed that,
in the circumstances, perhaps personal
prejudice had modified his sense of judg
ment, and in view of the obviously noble
work done, nothing more would be said.
But perhaps it might be better to keep away
from Victoria for a while.

This was virtually Mephisto's swan-song.
Its fuel consumption was incompatible with
Efficiency and Intensive Operation, so a
Vanguard pick-up was obtained. Then an
unexpected frost damaged the engine and,
rather sadly, it was handed over in part
payment for repairs to the hangar roof.
Thus passed one of tbe major features of the
heroic days of-post-war gliding. Nowadays,
retrieving crews tend to look slightly
askance if the vehicle hasn't got central
heating and radio. I'n Mephisto, one was
virtually open to the weather and the trans
mission was so non-automatic as to defeat
those brought up on synchro-mesh.

On reading through this, I see that the
Law is invariably shown to be kind and
understanding after a little ioiti31 confusion.
This was not always so. I well recall the
time when I was bringing back an empty
trailer from Elliotfs and saw a little Ford
Prefect in the mirror. UAha!" I thought,
"a granny-wagon. Can't catch me". But it
did, and the first policeman started a
coosiderable lecture OD the evils of trailer
towing at 43 m_p.h. as number two licked
his pencil and started writing: "Ford HYO
301 ..." That cost £2, a small ,enough price
to pay for all the Skill and Initiative one
had gained by then.

----"-------:------, -
\
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VII Scybowcowe Mistrostwa Swiata
SOME IMPRESSIONS OF THE WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS

by Tony Goodhart

The adventures of a competitor at World Championships are not confined to
flying, and we have asked Lieut.-Commander Tony Goodhart to deal with some
of the other aspects. He did, of course, put in some excellent flying, n1Jtably
on the last contest day when he came second among 24 in the Standard Class.

I NEED hardly say that it was a great honour the organisers and could be relied upon
to be selected. as one of the four pilots always to look on the bright side of things

to represent Great Britain at the 1958 if t~re weren't a bright side, she would
Championships in Poland. The aircraft quickly invent one!
which I flew, the Olympia 415, loaned by The whole meeting, my first attendance
EIliotts of Newbury and built specially by at World Championships, was characterised
them to come within the Standard Class
limits, is a first-elass aircraft with excellent by friendliness and understanding amongst

~ the organisers and the very large number of
handling qualities; it is very com,ortable competitors and crews. It was interesting
and has really good visibility. In the rather .
weak thermal conditions which obtained to witness the unanimous vote at an early

pilots' briefing in favour of including
during the Championships it was, however, English as a third (to Polish and French)
a bit heavy; but who could have forecast language-the proposal had been made by
that the conditions were to turn out so the Swedish team (the British team having
uousuany~for Poland-poor? previously agreed to try to understand

My crew chief, Frank Irving, and his able French). One had instinctively felt that the
assistant, Peter Swift, deserve "honourable I
mention", to say the least. They put in a excel ent proposal might be put out of
quite remarkable number of hours in court by the champions of the Veto.
detailed and extremely well-thought-out The met. briefings, though not always
preparntion during the weeks before we left accurate, were most efficiently delivered by
England, and while in Poland made sure the Polish met. man in Polish and English,
that my only worry was the flying. followed in French by the French tellrn's

Our team manageress, Ann Welch, was "previsioniste". The latter's translation of
expert at ironing our minor difficulties with occasional forecasts which he personally

Tile author at
LesUlQ.
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doubted, were masterly exercises in para
phrase.

The launchings with Io-metre heavy
nylon ropes were initialLy surprising, to put
it mildlY, but soon became matters of
course - there being no option. It was a
pity, I felt, that the Standard Class were
a1ways launched after the Open Class.
Although in some' of the race tasks. it
would have made little difference. in the
free distance starting ,first would almost
certainly have enabled several of the Sum
dards to exceed the coveted 500 kilometres.

Some 'of the ther-mals over Leszno airfield
were apt to be over-populated--the most
I ever ,counted was 34 sailplanes in one
thermal (I counted these on my way to the
thermal-and ...ent elsewhere).

The "natives" wherever one landed were
extremely friendly and helpful--on one

[:)' ..

t [I})
~ ~ ....... ~
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. ~-;,........

\~ --
~~,- ,,)1

~>--\ -~~y'

~ ,-= ""< ~
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baulked the route.
The Volga Boat Song rendered in various

languages (including for some undisclosed
Italian) was the source of much-needed
encouragement as we splashed through the
marsh. I doubt if anybody has previously
carried out tests to evaluate the drag of a
partly submerged Olympia.

On only one occasion did I meet with
a somewhat cool reception on landing '(in a
potato field). I discovered that I had landed
only a few miles from a military encamp
ment and the local peasantry had assumed
that I was an intruder from "another
place", However, a Union Jack and (in my
best Polish), Ul am a glider pilot of Great
Britain taking part in the World Champion
ships," soon put their minds at rest.

On this occasion, while waiting for my
crew, having previously disrupted Polish

'!>'\ S .... l r' ... "' .. " .... - s.. $ ......~ ...\,.. "- .... l~<..
occasion, only five miles from Rl,Jssia, due Army training for 11 hOl,lrs beca~ the
t'O telephone unsystern, I spent 2! hours in ~masterwas also the Territorial Sergeant,
a village post office, which rapidly filled I decided to run the horizon for a while
with the viUage elders with hordes ,of preparatory to giving the battery a good
youngsters peering through the windows. charge on the way back. As soon as I
Much beer was consumed, drinking tOasts switched on, the "know-alls" amongst the
to ,each other and to various ententes sixty or so local onlookers announced to
cordiales. On returning to my glider, on the the "know·1jttles'·-"Radio". After a few
b~ck of a motor-bike driven by a now frui,tless efforts it becajnec1ear that my
slightly weaving elder, we collected some 17 Polish was not up to a lecture 'On cloud
locals and dragged the glider 400 yards to flying and, due to the peculiarities of the
the roads through the piece of Pripet Marsh humansemi-eircular canals, the necessiU'
1 !;lad elected to land in, hacking down for gyro instruments-so "Radio" it had
half-a-dozen small trees in a spinney whicb to be.
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AE. the system was now humming in a
purposeful sort ofway, action was obviously
indicated. Having no radio (in Standard
Class), "action" needed "improvisation",
so I took the oxygen mask and plugged in
its lead; this brought forth a volume of
explanation from the "know-alls" to the
"know-Iittles". Having called "Frank,
this is Tony-do you read?" several times,
I was suddenly faced with the problem of
receiving the reply. Had the "know-alls'
known "anything", even they might have
smiled at the sight of my putting the oxygen

mask to my ear. But there was no reply from
Frank and the stock of British radio went
a long way down.

An hour or so later, when it was nearly
dark, I heard in the distance the character
istic thundering of the Vang,uard-trailer
combination. Quickly switching on again,
I caHed Frank and, having listened for a
reply, was able to announce to the populace
that my crew would arrive within a few
minutes-which they duly did. The honour
of British radio had been redeemed.

THE
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Soaring along The Californian coasT: one of many ChrisTmas cards we have received.
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BLACK THERMALS

A METHOD of seeding clouds with carbon
. black to produce rain, tried out by Dr.

Florence W. van Straten of the United
States Naval Weather Service, has also
been found capable of starting up thermals
in cloudless air.

When cloud particles are all the same
size, they all sink through the air at the
same rate and therefore do not coalesce
into raindrops. For this to happen, some
particles must sink faster than others, so as
to hit, ;I11d amalgamate with, the smaller
particles which do not fall so fast.

Toe earlier cloud-seeding experime.nts
were directed to promoting the growth of
ice crystals in clouds which, though above
freezing level, still consisted mainly of
supercooled water particles. Later. Frank
Ludlam tried seeding clouds with salt. with
the idea that water condensing on the sait
particles would grow into extra-large
c1oud-droplets; one of these experiments
was done at Cranfield with the co-operation
of glider pilots (see "OPe/ation Cumulus",
by F. H. Ludlam: GLIDING, Autumn 1952,
p.122).

The American experiments with carbon
black were done over the coast of Georgia
in July 1958. According to Time (6th Oct.
1958): "The usual tactic was to attach a
package of IJibs. -of carbon black to a
static line and toss it out of an airplane
flying through the top ora cloud. When the
slack snapped out of the line, the package
broke open. releasing the carbon black.
Seven clouds out of seven tested dissipated
entirely in 2J to 20 minutes."

Accordjng to theory, the carbon particles.
which are two millionths of an inch in
diameter, absorb the sun's radiation, so
that any cloud droplet which captures one
of them is warmed up and evaporates; the
evaporated water then condenses On to the
neighbouring droplets, which grow bigger
than the average- droplet size, faU faster,
and collect more droplets by collision.
Hence the rain.

After this, the experimenters tried
dropping carbon black into dry air; the
p!lrticles absorbed sunlight and heated the
air around them. When the relative
humidity of the air was high enough, the
warmed air would rise so fast that, "almost
every time", a cumulus cloud would form

in its top. The object of the experimenters
was only to create clouds big enough to
produce rain, so they did not bother to find
out if the thermal was there when no cloud
formed, though undoubtedly i1 must have
been.

Mr. J. G. M. Wood, of the Surrey
Gliding Club, who kindly sent the extract
from Time, suggests: "If a quantity of
carbon black was dropped from a glider,
after a short time (to be discovered by
experiment) the glider could about-turn and
fly back into a thermal of its own making."

And in a Members' Newslefler of the
Soaring Society of America, it is suggested
that "it might be possible to make your own
thermals by using some sort of a dispensing
device on the ground which would shoot up
a column of carbon black, thus starting a
thermal right where you wanted it. Should
this prove to be feasible, one can look ever
further into the future and visualize the
competing pilot's crew hurrying madly
across the countryside thiny or forty miles
ahead ofhim, stopping at intervals to toss out
a thermal generating pot at appropriate
places along his course. We can also
foresee the mad scramble of the Rules
Committee to make such practices illegal
in the next year."

Scientifically, the most interesting pros
pect is that of being able to start thermals
rising from a position well above ground
level. In the e<l.rly morning, when the
surface air is stiU too cold to go up in
thermals, it often happens that the air
above this "night inversion" is in a state
of incipient instability. "Black thermals",
as they are likely to be called when their
effect on skin and clothing is realised,
should be readily producible in such air, if
they are producible at all.

A.E..S.
Lifetime of Showers

At a Meteorological Office Di~ussion on
"The use of radar in forecasting precipita
tion," reported in the Meteorological
Magazine for August 1958, Mr. Houghton
"remarked that the lifetime of small shower
echoes was about one hour. However, when
conditions favoured heavy showers or
thunderstorms, new cells tended to develop
to replace those decaying and the life of the
shower complex was considerably greater."
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British Gliding Association News
Annual Ball

This will be held on Friday, 13th March,
1959, from 8,30 p.m. to ,2.0 a.m., in London
derry House. SiPgle Tickets, at £1 each.
will include a buffet supper. The cabaret
will be compered b~ Michael ,Pertwee.

Annual General Meeting
This will start at 2.30 p.m. on Saturday,

14th March, and will be preceded by an
Instructors' Conference and a ,Conference
of Club Managers, Secretaries and
Treasurers. The A.G.M. is at L.ondonderry
House; the other two meetings at the
Kronfeld Qu,b.

World Championship Seeding
A preliminary list of seeded pilots for the

1960 World Championships has been
agreed by the Council. In alphabetical
order, they are:-P. L. Bisgood, G. F.
Burton, A. J. Deane-Drummond, K. C.
Fit;zroy, G. A, J. Goodhart, H. e. N.
Goodhan, A. Gough, D. H. G. Ince,
D. Brennig lames, D. M. Kaye, D. A.
Smith, G. H. Stephenson, L. Welch, .1. S.
WiIliamson. and P. A. Wills.

C Certificate Exwnination
From 1st February, the test on legislation

affecting sporting gliders in the United
Kingdom, which is part of the C Certificate
Endorsement, will be in written fonn. The
examinations can only be given by the
C.F.I. or by B.G.A. or A.T.e. Categorised
Instructors.
Gliding in Spain

'the British Embassy in Spa.in has in.
formed the B.G.A. that the following
Spanish gliding schools can now aocept
foreign vi.sitors 011 their courses. Applica
tions must be made through .the British Air
Attache in Madrid and be accompanied by
a letter of recommendation from the B.G.A.
Owing to heavy subsidy, the charge is only
15 pesetas a day. including beard and
lodging. The schools are:-

MONFLORITE, 12 km. from Huesca, near
the Pyrenees; courses for C and Silver C
Certificates.

LLANES. in Asturias, near the coast;
courses for Band e.

$c;IMOSIERRA, 90 km. from Madrid,
among mountains'; courses fOJ B, with
primary gl,iders.

BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION EXAMINERS

OF INSPECTORS

The British Gliding Association invites applieations for tWQ appointments as Ex
aminers of Inspectors to the Technical Committee. One Examiner will be required to
deal with applicants for inspection approval based south of the 530 paralle.l, the
other Examiner dealing with those to the North of this Line.
The duties of an Examiner will consist of visiting applicants for inspection approval,
generally at weekends, assessing their suitability and submitting reports to the
Technical Committee. Travelling expenses and a small fee will be payable by the
British Gliding Associalion.
Applicants should have been approveq Inspectors of the British Gliding Association
for at least five years, or have equivalent experience ofGlider maintenance and repair.
Applications, giving references and full details of experience should be made not later
than the 28th February to:-

The Chairman,
TbeTechnlcal Committee,

1lJe British GUdjog, Association,
Londonderry House,

19 Park Lane,
London, W.!.
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THE SHAW SLlNGSBY TRUST LTD.

A s reported in·our Issue of Summer 195'5,
- the original founder of Slingsby Sail

planes., Major J. E. D. Shaw, died in April
of that year, and his Trustees recently felt
it- necessary to dispose of his inlerest. It was
clearly of vital importance 10 ensure the
.continuance of control in sympathetic
bands of what is the major source of supply
of British sailplanes.

The final outcome is the creation of the
Shaw Slingsby Trust Ltd., which has now
come into being, the first C.ouncil t\1emben
being Philip Wills, John Furlong and Basil

Meads (Secretary, Kemsky Flying Trust).
This Trust, identifying permanently with

the gliding movement the names of two
families who have done so much for British
Gliding, now owns the entire share capital
of Slingsby Sailplanes, Slingsby's will
continue trading as before, but distributed
profits will go to the Trust, which will
support the British Gliding Movement in
much the same way as does the Kemsley
Flying Trust. Its Registered Office and
Secretary are at 25 City Road, London,
E.C.1.

ANNUAL BEST FLIGHTS

Distance

Distance

16,400 ft.

14,300 ft.

Absolute altitude P. Scott,
P. Collier

Gain of altitude P..Scou,
P. Collier

lOO-km. triangle No claims
2oo-km. triangle No claims
300-km. triangle No claims.._..-..~~._ ....--.-...-.-.-.-.• •i THE !

i 1959 I
I Gliding Ball I
.! will he held at i
, LONDONDERRY HOUSE •
• •
• on •i FRIDAY, 13th MARCH ,
• 8.30 p.m. -2 a.m. •• •i Caharet Organi•.ed and Compered hy !
• Mike Pertwee •! Preseruation of Armual Awards i
, Tickets 11 i
, linclusive of Cold Supper) +,

from this Gffi.c:.e or a Gliding Club! ,.
DlItTISH CLIDINC ASSOCIATION! LONDONDERRY HOUSE i! 19 PARK LANE. W.I i

.-~_..-.-.~.~._..-.~..
300-km. triangle No c1aims.

Two-seater
W. A. H. Kahn
J. Wi1li.amson 194 miles

Distance to goal W. A. H. Kahn
J. Williamson 194 miles

Out and return Mrs. A. Welch
J. Williamson 102 miles

A s was only to be expected, the months of
November and December have nol

produced any additions to this year's best
flights, so it remains only 10 record the
achievements of this sad and soggy year,
though when you remember that the
British distance record -was broken by Sgt.
Gough's magnificent flight to Holland and
that this and two other flights exceeded
500 km. in (or from) Great Britain for the
first time ever, maybe it was not as bad as all
that.

The following list shows the final Annual
Best Flights results for 1958:-

Single-seater
Sgt. A. Gough

348 miles
Distance to goal C. Green L94.5 miles
Out and return Mrs. A. Bums

94 miles
Absolutealtitude A. T. Morgan

1·6,300 ft.
Gain of altitude A. T. Morgan

15,340 ft.
lOO-km. triangle P. A. Wills 29.8 m.p.h.

D. H. G. Ince
2oo-km. triangle D. H. G. Inee

35.8 m.p.h.
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THE Qub's painting exhibition and com
petition, and its Dinner and Dance,

both of which were held for the first time,
were such a success that they will probably
be held about the same time each year. The
painting competition, a write-up of which
appears elsewhere, was well supported, and
it is hoped next year to send out notices of
this earlier to Clubs, as it should be possible
to obtain entries from all the Clubs in the
United Kingdom. This year a number of
people mentioned that they wished they had
heard about it sooner. The Club is very
grateful to the six professionals who lent
two paintings each, as an example of how
to do it, and also to Captain Cuthbert Orde
and ~ Kenyon for acting as the Judges.
The exhibition, which was open fi"om
Monday, 3rd November, until Friday, 7th,
was very wen attended and, apart from the
viewing fee of Is., the Club gained a
number of new members, including the
Secretary-General of the Royal Aero Club
and the Director of S.B.A.C.

The Club's first Dinner and Dance was
held on Friday, 7th November, and 99
people attended. The Guests of Honour
were the Chairman of the Royal Aero Club,
Colonel C. F. H. Gough, M.e., T.D.,
M.P.; and the Right Hon. Lord Sempill,
A.F.e. After an excellent meal the health
of the Guests was proposed by David
Carrow, D.F.e., deputising at the last
moment for Maurice Imray, who was struck
down by 'flu. This was replied to by

Colonel Gough in a most excellent speech.
Lord Sempill then proposed the health of
the CLub, which was replied to by the.
Secretary, who has no recollection of what
he said. This completed the formal part of
the evening, and dancing followed until
I o'clock. It had been hoped that Mrs.
KronfeLd and Billy, her son, might be able
to attend, but unfortunately they could not.

Thoughts for 1959 include the repetition
of the above. Also an exhibition of photo
graphs by our only Honorary Member,
Charles Brown, from 10th to 17th April,
an.d towards the end of the summer we will
be hoIding a competition of photographs
for members. Details of this will be sent Qut
with (he Club's Newsletter nearer the time.

It is also hoped to run a series of lectures
in the early spring on Glider Maintenance
and Repair.

The Club has recently added to its equip
ment a comprehensive slide projector.
together with screen.

On 9th December the Popular Flying
Association held a get-together evening,
and it is hoped that this will be the firstPof
monthly Gr possibly fortnightly meetings of
the power-flying members of the Club.

Finally, subscriptions were due on 1st
January, so ifyou have not paid or you wish
to join, please forward your 15s. to-

The Hon. Secretary,
Basement, 74 Eceleston Square,

London, S.W.I.

A renunJscenc,e: Lord
Sempill at the SII(tOf1.
Bank muting of Oc
rober 1933 (facing cam
era). Also in foreground,
L. ro R.: Philip Wills,
G. MlIngo BlIxron's
back, and C. H. Latimer
Needham (chief
marshal).
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CROSSWORD SOLUTION

Courses of Instructional Lectures
10s. a Course: 35. a Lecture:

Applications to the Hon. Secretary.

ON GUDER MAtTNENANCE

Thursdays 8 p.m.. by R. C. Stafford-Alien.
Feb. 19th Anatomy of the Glider.

26th Glue, Ply, Timber, Dope, etc.
Mar. 5th UBENDEM-WEMENDEM.
Mar.12th Renewing the C. of A.

FOR TRAINEE PILOTS

Mondays at 7.30 p.m. by D. Piggott.
Mar. 9th First Training Bights.

16th Stalling. '.
23rd Launches and Landings...
31st Soaring.

Your Last Chance
before the 1959 Soaring Season

to obtain a
UWinter" Barograph

• • •
A Chinese student has stayed in the air

in his Class C glider for 1,013 seconds-I 13
seconds better than the world record.

-SoUlh China Morning Post.

"MIKE made one solo. It turned out to
be an exciting flight for MIke and a

lot of work for the ground crew. During
the tow the wire broke at one of the splices.
Mike h~d 600 ft. of altitude and had no
problem. However, the wire snapped ahead
of the tow car and wrapped around t~e rear
left wheel. Since the car was movmg at
about 50 m.p.h. at the time, the wire made
many wraps and drew up on the emergency
brake cable at the wheel. This slammed the
brake on that wheel and brought the car to
a screeching haJt. The crew at the glider end
of the field heard the brakes go on and
immediately took the other car down to
investigate the trOUble. On the way down,
the car travelled over the dropped wire and
it caught on the drive shaft wral?Ping
around there. What a mess! The remaInder
of the wire was immediately removed from
the runway in the eventof a plane laMing.
The wire was· cut away from the towcar and
we were able to mOve that to the hangar
even though the brake was still tight. The
second car was moved off the runway and
that wire was also cut off. The wheel was
removed from the towcar and the emer
gency brake cable removed from the left
wheel This will prevent the brake from
locking ifwe ever have a repeat performance.
. . . Since the towcars were out of com
mission the Prat! Read was put away and
the flying ended for the day."-Sollth
Jersey Soaring Society Bulletin.

THIS GLIDING

THERMAL EQUIPMENT LIMITED
33b Eccleston Square.

London. S.W.1

Write lor Detai/$ and Price Li$1 o/ln$lrumenb
and Equipment

***
Across

I, MJtorJess; 6, B.G.A.; 8, Tweed, 9,
Boy; 11, Down; 12. Gaol; 13, M.RE.;
15, O.K.; 16, Airbal\s; 18, Owls; 19, Olaf;
21, Hard Gale; 23, To; 24, Lot; 25, Grip;
26, Gull; 28, Yes; 29, Omega; 30, Tor;
31, Peritrack.

Down
I, Meteorologist; 2. Thennal; 3, Rudder;

4, Ebbw; 5, Sky; 6, Break; 7, Angle of
Attack; 10, One leg; 12, Go solo; 14,
Bishop; 17, Dorage; 20, Letter A; 22, All
out; 23, Tiger: 27. U.S.S.R.; 28, Yap.

The correct solution to thz Crossword
Puzzle publiShed in our December 1958 issue,
p. 328, is given above. The winners are:
1st Prize: Mr. G. J. R. Spiflman, Magdalene
College, Cambridge. 2nd Prize: Liellt. C. A.
Hel>'·Hutchinson, R.N., Royal Naval
College, Greenwich.

D.iary of Lectures and Film Shows
Wednesdays at 8 p.m.

Jan. 28th Man-powered flight by D. R.
Wilkie.

Feb. 4th Air League by G. J. C. Paul.
11th The Tipsy by C. Riddell.
18th Talk.
25th Some medical aspects of high

speed and altitude flight by Dr.
Warnbeek.
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Gliding With Dalton
by J. C. Neilan

THE scale normally used in a Dalton
Mk. III Navigational Compl!tor is

useless for gliders, as it starts at too high an
airspeed. It is, however, by no means an
arduous task to dismember the computor,
turn the roller 'blind inside out, and redraw
the computor diagram to include airspeed
arcs right down to ;rero. The squares grid
is not required, so the diagram need only
include the airspeed arcs at every 10 units
(I use knots at twenty to the inch on mine)
and the drift lines radiating at every 5°, but
the odd fives suppressed below 40 knots to
avoid undue crowding. If yOllget the centre
line accllrately in the middle, all is well, but
if it comes off centre when you reassemble,
you may have to do a bit of filing of the
holes in the metal pieces which locate the
rotating disc.

The redrawn diagram (see Fig. I) should
fit on one fold of the reverse side of the
blind. Fast-flying pundits could extend it to
suit their own requirements.

The reason the scale must be taken right

down to zero is because the airspeeds which
will be llSed ill computing courses for
thermal flights will be the average still-air
cross·country airspeeds (which I prefer to
abbreviate to Mean Airspeed, or Ym), and
the groundspeeds resulting may well be
negligible in some winds.

For the benefit .of those who have not
used a computor of this type, an explana
tion might be helpful. The basic problem
in flying is:-

GrvEN; Wind direction and strength,
Required Track,
AirsPeed,

FIND: Course to steer,
Groundspeed.

This is soJved by means of a triangle of
velocities, in which the lengths of the sides
represent speeds, and the angles are direc
tions. Thus, in Fig. 2,

AO is wind direction and strength,
TO is track and groundspeed,
TA is comse and airspeed.
It is usual practice these days to work all

problems in knots, but it works just the
same in any other unit of speed. You start
off by drawing a line (AO) in the direction
in which the wind is blowing and of length
representative of the wind speed. From 0

I /

: I
I1

~T
Fig. 2.
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A

T

you layoff the reciprocal of the track,. but
you don't know the groundspeed yet so you
can't mark T on it. The other thing you
know is your airspeed, and with A as centre
and a 4;ompass set to a radius r~j)resenting

the airspeed you ,~raw a~ at:c of a cir~le
cutting the Track lme. ThIs gives. the POlDt
T. The length TO now represents the
groundspeed, and the direction ,.A r<:pre
sents the course, the angle OTA being the
drift angle. The ail:'craft flies direction and
distance TA in an hour, but in the same
hour the wind blows it in direction and
distance AO, so that the net result is that
over the ground it flies direction and dis
tance TO.

Now it is highly inconvenient to have to
have paper, pencils, protractors, dividers,
rulers and all that in the cockpit, but it is
Quite h:mdy to have a computor and a pencil.
The computor mefely works out the triangle
of velocities for you without you having to
actually draw all the lines yourself. The
airspeed arcs are already drawn, as also are
the drift angles, on a movable blind which
is placed behind a transparent circular Fig. 3.
window which is rotatable tQ any direction.

Al! that you need to draw is a point or and-return task has been set on a track of
cross on the window, which represents the 3300 /l50° distance 25 nautical miles to the
point A in the triangle of velocities. Pro- tuming-poUtt.
ceed by rotating the window till the direction Set the computor to direction 050 and
from which the wind is blowing is against count 15 knots upwards from the «titre
the datum point at the top of the instru- and make the wind mark. Now rotate the
ment. Using the airspeed arcs as a scale by window until 330° is against th~ datum, and
moving the blind until an arc (or zero if you move the blind until the wind mark is on
prefer) is under the little dot in the middle the 20 knots airspeed arc. Read off the
of the window, make your mark by counting groundspeed (12 knots) and the drift
upwards from the dot a distance equal to angle (45°), noting that it is OD the right of
the wind speed. the track. Course is therefore 330° plus 45°

Then rotate the window until your =015° between thermals. You may want
desired Track is against the Datum point, to know the head or tail COO1Ponentof the
and move the blind until the wind mark is wind, and this is obviously the differenee
over the top of the appropriate 'airspeed between your mean airspeed and your mean
arc, and the computor is set up. Fig, 3. groundspeed, i.e. a head component. of
shows what it would look like if ·the actual 20 minus 12=8 knots.
rines were drawn instead of only the wind For the return journey you simply
~ark A. The groundspeed is shown by the rotate the window until the return track
distance TO, and the drift angle by the line 150' is against the datum point, and move
TA. T.he .ptoblem solved in Fig. 3 is the blind until ooce more the wind point is
appropriate to an aeroplane. The 'picture over the 20 knots mean airspeed arc. You
begms to look a little more complex when will notice now that although the wind is
you use your Mean Airspeed for finding out from slightly abaft the beam ofthe track, the
your mean groundspeed and mean drift. groundspeed is still somewhat less than 'the
Le
k

t us suppose you have a. wiod of 050/15 airspeed, owing of course to the large
npts, and you will bave a mean Rate of amount of drift (45°) one has to allow for.

~limb of 175 ft./min., giving you mean The answers this time are: Course 150°
alfSpeed of20 knots at a cruising airspeed of minus 45°=105° and groundspeed 17 knots,
55 knots. Let US also suppose that an Out- giving an effective head wind component of
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Expert Work.maushlp under
quaJiried supervision

Keen prices quoted Estimate!! free

Apply: GENERAL MANAGER.
LASHAM GLIDING CENTRE.

ALTON. IIANTS

Annual overhaul. for rf'newal of
Cerlificales of Airworlhiness and
Repairs of all kinds are underlaken

al Lasham.

Glid".," iJla'intenunce

to True directions in order to get Magneti;
directions.

The reverse side of the Dalton Computor
usually carries a metal circular slide rule for
calculating times, speeds and distances. It is
usual to regard the central scale as the time
scale, and the outer one as the distance
f.cale. Speeds are usually set by putting the
()() minutes indication against the distance
gone in the hour. For example, in tbe
problem we worked earlier we found a mean
groundspeed outward of 12 knots, the
distance to go being 25 nautical miles, so we
set 60 on the inner scale against 12 on the
outer scale, then on the outer scale we see
25 miles is agamst 125 minutes on the inner
scale, so it will take two hours five minutes
to get there. Coming home at 17 knots, it
would take &8 minutes if the entire distance
had. to be soared, but if we estimate that we
can glide the last ten miles (at 55 knOts), we
can subtract ten from the distance, making
it IS mires to soar at 17 knots (=53
minutes), and 10 to glide at 56 knots
(=10l' minutes), total nearly 64 minutes, a.
saving of 24 minutes.

On the inner scale there are special marks
for converting distances from nautical
miles into staiUte miles and kilometres,
which is dQne simply by putting the units
you have got against the distance you have
got, and reading off what that distance is in
the other units against the appropriate
marks. E.g.: What is 300 kilometres in
nautical miles? Put the Kms. mark against
300 (the 30mark actually) and read opposite
the Naut mark approxima.tely 162.5. One
has to say approximately, because the chief
snag with concentric discs is that they are
very rarely exactly concentric, and should
you be able to choose your own computor,
that is a thing you ought to check.

The computor disc also has two windows

3 knots This is only for that part of the
flight while you are still thermalling, When
you get to a point from which you can reach
home in a straight glide, things are much
better. For this you simply move the blind
until the wind mark. is on the CnJising air
speed arc of 55 knots, which gives us then a
groundspeed of 56 knots, with drift 15°.
Note the previous head component has now
become a small tail component. A good
knowledge of your gliding angle in all
conditions will obviously enable you to start
your final glide at the earliest moment and
perhaps win the race while others are taking
needless height out of thermals and wasting
time thereby.

If your mean ainipeed is less than the
windspeed, it will obviously be impossible
to make progress in thermal flight in any
direction more than 90° to the downwind
direction.

It might be as well here to make a remark
about the wording on the top half of the
computor. The mark to which I have
referred as the Datum Point is actually
marked "True CtlUfse", and the drift
scales either side are marked "Drift Port"
and "Drift Stbd." on the left and right hand
sides of the Datum. This is due to the
peculiarly inept method of use of the
computor generally taught in the R.A.F.,
which went something like this:

"Put the wind on the computor blowing
away from the centre, and align the track
to the Course datum and note the drift.
Then rotate the window until the course is
against the drift on the drift scale and see
what the new drift is. Then shuffie it a bit
more until eventually the drift on the dia
gram agrees with the drift on the scale. The
centre dot (all tbis time) was on the ainipeed
arc. Read off the course against the True
Course datum, and the ground speed
against the airspeed arcs."

The reason for adopting this method
escapes me and I recommend all users of
the instru~ent to adopt the simpler and
more accurate method I have described,
and to ignore the inscriptions altogether.
Better still, get an engraver to block out
"True Course" and replace it with "Track",
and to delete the words "Port" and "Stbd."
on the drift scales and replace them with
"subtract" and "add" respectively put
before the word "drift". The East and West
Variation also marked on the same scales .is
correct in that Easterly variation is sub
tracted from, and Westerly variation added
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bearing scales for correction of height and
airspeed. The height correction is made by
putting the indicated altitude. against the
air tempera.ture. and by ~adJng the cor
Jected height on the oy,terscale against the
indieated height on tbe inner scale. For
example: Indicated height 4,000 ft., air
tempernture plus 15°C. gives a cIJrrected
height (on my computor) of 4,110 ft. The
airspeed correction works in just lbe
same way. You put the air temperature
against the indicated height in the airspeed
window, and read the true airspeed on the
outer scale against the indicated .airspeed on
the inner scale. E.g.: Indicated height
6,000 ft., air temperature plus )00c.,

indicated airspeed 60 knots, true airspeed
66! knots. .

Should you have auained such a state of
punditry that you waIll to look up what the
air temperature should be at some particular
height in the International Standard
Atmosphere, put the 0 of Indicated Height
against plus 15°C. in the Height Correction
window., and read off the answer for any
other height.

And ·of course you can use the computor
for finding your rate of climb, putting
height .gained (outer scale) against minutes
(inner) and reading the fect per minute on
the outer scale against the 10 (read as 1.0)
on the inner.

Name
L. R. Robertson

No.
231

Gliding Certificates
DIAMOND FOR GOAL FLIGHT

Club
Derbyshire & Lancashire Gliding Club

Date
26.5.58

No.
3'1
40
41

Name
D. S. BridsoD •
A. CoulSQn
L. R. Robertson

GOLD C CERTIFICATES

Club
London Gliding Club
Newcastle Gliding Club
Derbyshire & Lancashire Gliding Club

SILVER C CERTIFICATES

Dale of
Comp/eiion

11.8.58
31.7.58

19.10.58

Date of
No. Name Club Completion
763 J. Bradley East Anglian R.A.F. Gliding Gub 20.7.58
764 W. V. Menkevich Cambridge University Gfiding Club 30.8.58
765 J. C. Deas Cambridge University Gliding Club 24.9.58
766 E. W. Clarke Cambridge University Gliding Club 24.9.58
767 G. R. Heasey Bristol Gliding Club 17.10.58
768 M. W. Thompsett Co,ventry Gliding Club 20.9.58
769 W. Storey Lasham Gliding Centre 21.5.57
770 R. Marshall Southdown, Gliding Club 23..7.58
771 C. P. A. Jeffery London GJiding Club 20.7.58:

C CERTIFICATEs
Name GlidIng Cluh or Name Gliding Club or Name Gliding Club or

A..T.e. School A.T.e. School A.T.e. Schoof
J. D, Har,uead 624G.S. R. A. Hughes East Midlands 'M. Kelly 612 G.S..
F. I. Ni< oils Yorkshire T. W. Sheppard I.,·ondon G. M. Shcppard 613 G.s.R. J. Howarcl Cranwell M.Gani Set M, C. A. C. A'hman 631 G.s..J. P. Whitehead Seollish G.U. France C. R. Browse 613 G.s..I<. W. B~kley IMarham J. G. Riddall Derbyshire &
W. E. Sandham Moonraker:s Lancashire D. R. Malla Cornish
1. D. Grant 621 e.s. M. W. Thompsell Coventry M. Farrand Four Counties
A. M.. Blankley FQ_ur Counties C.Sharpe 512 G.S. J. Fteleher Su.-rey
G. P. Whitehead Scollish 'G.U. G. A. Kerr London 'to A. Nicoll Connell PG 94-
E. J. Pollard Cornish K. R. Mansell Midland J. D. S. Thorne Wessex
P. D. Kevan East Midlands D. J. Hopkins 622 (i.S. V. Brid!:.. 621 (,.S.
G. R. Chapman Sl1~rey A. L. Brown Wahn B. E. Russell Brilggen
F. A. Harris Surrey C. W. Burman Fenland H.A. Brunt l.ondonM. J. LQwing Cranwell J. Townsend Fulmar It. D. C. Hart Bristol
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Instructors

You
IYS

and AboutFor

THOUGH the Safety Conference, held at
the Kronfeld Club on Saturday, 13th

December 1958, was the first of its kind in
this country, it must not be imagined that
this is the first time the subject has been
debated; far from it, for the annual In
structors' Conferences, held for many years
past, have largely covered the same ground.
But they have had other matters to discuss
.as well, whereas on this occasion Safety had
a conference all to itself.

The principal speakers were Christopher
Paul in the morning and Ann Welch in the
afternoon, each talk being followed by a
lively discussion among the audience, which
consisted largely of instructors and num
bered 74..

Philip Wills, in opening the conference,
emphasized that we have to work .hard even
to keep the accident figures level; otherwise
our standards would inevitably go down.

ACCIDENTS AND HOW TO
PREVENT THEM

~10J

flying hours, or launches, or miles flown;
but these methods discourage clubs from
reporting minor accidents and the resulting
statistics may only be a measure of con
scientiousness in reporting. In the
diagrams, cost has been taken as the
standard, hut the change in value of the
pound since 1949 should be remembered.

DIAGRAM 1. "£7151

TOTALS

Air Commodore G. 1. C. Paul showed
half-a-dozen large coloured diagrams (here
reproduced in black-and-white). They
covered ten years of gliding accident
analysis, on which he had put in a tre
mendous amount of work during the
period. His terms of reference, he ex
plained, were "to assist clubs to eliminate
accidents by analysing and reporting upon
all relevant information available." (Note:
"eliminate", not "reduce").

As to availability, there was one year,
1954, in which next to no reports were sent
in. However, reports on about 550 accidents
and incidents. have been accumulated.

There are many ways of dividing 55~~-~:;"

accidents into categories, as the various
diagrams show. In time, they could. be
further subdivided, though overlapplOg
could result: for instance, when canopies
come off, this could be due to a fault at
several different stages of flight. There are
enough ·cases of launching with spoilers out Diagram 1 shows total number of
to make a particular category; and another accidents reported: and their total cost for
category could be cable-breaks, since there each year; in 1934, already referred to, only
are still people who cannot cope with them. 15 were reported. It is seen tbat f955 was a

Acci.dent rates can be conventionally peak year, and 1957 will also be a "peak"
worked out by numbers in relation to if the curve goes down again in 1958;
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ILVE.R C
NO BETTER

DIAGRAM 5.
BY AIRCRAFT

landing accidents formed a bigger pro
portion of the whole than they have done
since.

Take"ff accidents are tending to diminish,
but those "on the approach" have much
increased from 1953 onwards and are still
rising.

mil="'4TI";f~*-",-"~*··:"'\'::':'"(L·:::-;C;:;.:iifl!:::lJ~ST~llCTOI\S
tFFECT OF TRAINING QUAUFlEO INSTRUCTORS

Diagram 4 classifies accidents according
.to the kind of pilot. From 1955 onwards
those with over 5 hours' flying but without
Silver C have been separated from those
with Silver C or better; before that the two
classes were in the same category. The
"InStfuctors" class means that the pilot in
charge was instructing at the time, irrespec
tive of whether he or his pupil had the
controls. Again, total cost is shown.

The "Under 5 hours" .::lass has much
diminished and "Instructors" show a down
ward trend, but since 1952 there has been a
big increase in "Over 5 hrs. withOlJt Silver
C."

Diagram 5 classifies the accidents
according to type of aircraft involved.
"High-perfonnance" sailplanes begin as

C.ROSS
COll~HIGH-
ytARS PERFORMANCE
/ SAl LPlANf:S

SKYLARKS 2&4
ALL OLYMPlAS,
T'42)

DIAGRAM 4.
PI LOT ANALYSIS
DUAL INSTRUCTlON TAKING

FFECT/

TAKE-OFF
IN FLIGHT

~8bH}~
APPROACH
lANDING
PilOT 001"}
IN CHARGE ~~b£:~r;:,k~~:e::::..,J,:~~;;h

Diagram 3 divides the accidents into
types according to the stage of flight, and
shows the total cost (not number) of each
type III each year, with 1954 smoothed out
a~ before. It shows that "hops and slides"
disappeared after 1953 with the abolition of
primary solo training, and that, before tbis,
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1. ".,...~".
Diagram 2 deals with accidents in

relation to number of launches. The upper
line shows the cost of accidents per launch
(given in pence), and the peak year is seen
to be 1951, when they COSt 24d. (15.) per
launch, while in 1956 the cost was only lOd.
The lower line shows launches per accident
report. but in reverse: i.e. it goes highest
for the fewest launches per accident, and
lowest for the most---.,t1l,US, high for a bad
year and low for a good one. Both these
lines have been "smoothed" while crossing
the "bogus" year 1954, in which many
accidents were not reported.

Also in Diagram 2 is a continuous curve
showing total flying hours each year, and in
looking at this one should remember that
there has been a great increase in the
amount of flying pet launch.

DIAGRAM .3 BIGGEST f
CROSS-COUNTRY li

YEARS ~
TYPES OF ACCIDENT j

DUAL
INSTRUCTI

otherwise it may represent a "trend". Just
think, said Air Cdre. Paul, what that
£7 000 in 1957 could have been spent on in
th~ way of gliding equipmenL

24d. DIAGRAM 2./;1!R~·
RATES /#

,o~ /"'~
4-c~ /J,''<" 17'ld.

,o~,,? /.AUNCIi ~~"
/

/
/

/



-1958'
1957

BZlI949-56

{1461
18

[ZZZO
9

£5593
34

,
~';;" '." .... ~:. ..-

DIAGRAM 6
APPROACH
ACCIDENTS
j?IJ32

6 f].OO7
/4

trainers" are the T-21 and T-3l; and "One
pl'ace trainers" are the Cadet and Tutor.

't'Qe most Mriking feature is the enormous
increase shown by high-performance sail
planes since 1953, especially in the years of
maximum cross-eountry flying, due in part
only to national 'contests. .

HIT WING ST ET HHANGI" ~DER-
Q13STR" TI P STALL ON SHOOT OTHER
UCTION & SPIN .

Diagram 6, the last, subdivides the
"Approach" accidents into six different
types, each column being further divided
into "1958 so far", 1957, and all previous
years. The striking preponderance of
"stretch, stall and spin" accidents on the
approach (0 land is at onee apparent, and
aroused much attention in the subsequent
discussion.

Finally, Air Cmdre. Paul said that figures
can mean anything, and the way to find out
what they do mean is to look at them in the
right way.

safer in the hands of those with solo
training? If so, the moral was "Back 10
'Daglings I" Air Cmdre. Paul answered that
in the early years of the period there were
few such machines, so that only experts
were allowed· to fly them; whereas now
there are mall,y more, and pilots are put on
to them sooner. Ken Machin (Cambridge)
thought there was a correlation between
high-performance accidents and cross
countries.

Bernard Thomas (Derbyshire & Lan
cashire) wanted to see how cross-countries.
correlated with "stretch, stall and spin"
accidents by dividing these into "bome"
and "away" landings. This, Air Cmdre.
Paul replied, could be done, though not at
the moment; however, he thought the two
kinds would be roughly equal, As to the
comparative risks on flat sites and hill sites,
this information could also be extracted,
but it has not been done so far.

"Stretch, stall and' spin" came in for a lot
of discussion, ,especially as, since Diagram 6
was drawn, the number had increased to 34
and the total cost to £5,884; there had
already been 9 in 1958, costing £2,566.

Derek Piggott (Lasham) did motalto
gether approve of taking total cost as the
most important criterion, as it does not tell
us whether major or minor accidents
happen most often; such knowledge should
help us to get down to eliminating them.
Air Cmdre. Paul, however, thought that
total cost was the best representative way (Jf
displaying the information; and it is the
total cost which affects insurance rates for
the clubs. To give the cost of particuJar

Discussion accidents, as requested by Lionel Alexander
To start with, the audience directed th.eir (Cambridge), would go against agreed

questions to ,the validity of the statistics policy, which was to encourage the sending
shown on the diagrams, which, Air Cmdr~. in of reports by not enabling individual
Paul explained, included rep<>rts from the accidents to be identified.
BoG.A., Arm,y and Navy Clubs, but not the Chris Riddell (Yorkshire) wondered if
R.A.F or the Air Training Corps.. many "stretch, stall and spin" accidents

The nature of statistics is such, Ken were not due to the pilot being tired. at the
Machin said, that small variations year by end of a long flight, and whether private
year are not really significant, and he owners were more liable to them just after
thought that too much had heen got out of buying the aircraft-like the owner who
those shown. Wally Kahn (Lasham) drew tried to land a Skylark III downwind on his
attention to the rising cost of labour, first flight in it.
pointing out .th~t d~ simiJarity in cost of David Carrow wondered how much
·damage per launch from 1949 to 1957 really comparative use the different types of glider
indieated an improvement. have, and Was given the number of gliders

Godfrey Lee (London) found it rather in use in the United Kingdom each year.
surprising that there were almost no From 1949 to 1957 they were: 11.3, 120,
accidents to high-performance machines 154, 151, 133, 130, 173, 194, 211. He then
until after 1953; could it be that they were pointed out that, whereas the number of
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gliders had nearly doubled, the number of
launches had nearly trebled in the same
period. .

A new theme, which aroused quite a lot
of discussion, was introoueed by Ken
Machin (Cambridge) when he dec!ased
that what we really wanted to kn.ow was
"relative cost per degree of satisfaction
got." He suggested that the total flying
revenue of all the British Clubs would be a
measure of this satisfaction; .i.l<l. the total
cost of accidents should be divided into the
total flying revenue. However, Charles
Ellis (London) pointed out that flying fees
at many clubs come nowhere near meeting
the cost of flying, and the total turnover of a
club should. be taken, since flying is, after
all, its only purpose. Warty Kahn added
that club figures alone would give fallacious
results because the costs of pI\ivate owner
ship would be ignored, and there are two
clubs which have 50 pri.vate owners
between them. Philip Wills agreed, how
ever, that the figures sought should be
asked for in the questionnaire sent out to
clubs, though Godfrey Harwood ~Crown
Agents) raised the difficu!'ty of dec'iding how
much of the fees for summer courses can be
regarded as flying money.

Humphrey Dimock (Portsmouth Naval)
said that the statistics given ignored the
"newspaper morbidity", meaning those
accidents which get into the newspapers
because the pilot is taken to hospital, or
because of fatal result; and Ken Machin
added that adverse publicity affects our
income. Air emdre. Paul, however, did not
think this affected the lessons tf) be drawn
from his statistics. Por instance, all
collisions, as well as near misses, are
potential causes of death, whether the
actual result is a fatality or not.

Vic Carr (Coventry) thought that training
methods are now adequate and it is tbe
flying discipline which really needs atten
tion.

The last item of discussion was a sug
gestion that actual case histories of
accidents should Ix: published in SAILPLANE
& GL1DING. However, at Annual General
Meetings of the RG.A. the voting has
always gone in favour of keeping these
reports· confidential.

Philip Wilts wound up the morning's
session by hoping that, as a result of it, we
would see a smart increase in the number of
accidents reported.

AE.S.

and is likely to pick up bad habits. This
will lead to the increased risk of al;Cidents.

The ability to achieve the desire.u object
is, of course, dependent on the Instructors
and the club aircraft, as well as on the desire
to a:ttain it. In these twO respects lie many
practical difficulties, the main one being
"financial.

GLIDER PILOT TRAINING

I N order to find out how tbe training of
glider pilots can be improvecl, there must

be some measure of agreernent on the
object to be achieved, as this will affect both
the methods used and the extent to which
training is continued. The object should, I
feel, be to teach people to fly gliders for the
purpose of becoming able and responsible
soaring pilots. To be effective this object
should never be lost sight of, even if the Instructors
club has only One elementary glider, or is Most clubs cannot afford to pay in-
dealing with one-week course members. structionaI staff, and the vital job M C.P.!.
The whole future mentality of the pilot is is carried out b~ a devoted volunteer
established in his early dual training, and if' working excessively long hours under-.io
t1}is is rushed merely to get hirp soIQ, or winter particularly--'tough and cold
gIven without any thought of soaring and working conditions. He is a person doing
cr?ss-country flying, the teaching will hacve his own fuU·time job in addition, .and there
failed in its primary object. are simply 110t enough hours in a year to do

The I'ractical effect of this is twofold : everything, and as well as he would wish to.
(a) the pj,lot will take longer to reac.h the This prOblem is particularly acute in the
st~ge of being able to get value from his clubs dQing 4-8,000 launches a year, who
ghder; and (0) because in practice the have 100-150 members.
amount of advanced instruction given in In some cases both C.F.I.'s and Assistants
clubs is small, the partly trained pilot will have great e'lperience, but in others, clue to
tend to devise means of achieving the the exigencies of marriage, change of job, or
results for w'hich he has not bee11 prepared, nervous exhaustion of the previous C.P.I.
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AEROLITE
Glues for wood
Specified exclusively by the R.A.F.
during the last twenty years for repairs
to wooden aircraft.

AE RO II T E 3 0 0 A liquM resin, used witb one

of the GB harthners, ,as a gap-filling assembly ghu.

Unaffected by heat, damp or dimatic conditions,

and not attacked by moulds, fungi or micro-orgam'sms.

----,--------

A E ROll T E 3 0 6 The powder }orm o} AerOiite
300, having the same performance with a longer
shelf life. Rec.ummended for all fl!Ood-to-wood
repairs. Available in 6/'- packs including hardetu.7'
through ironmongers, also in 2 lb, 4: lb and 7 lb tins.

Literat1tre, including copies of ClBA \A .R.L) Technical
N oles. will gladly be sent on request.

", ..oliU i. a ,egis/wed /,lUle "ante.

CIBA (A.R.L.) LIMITED
Duxford, Cambridge. Telephone: Sawston 212 I
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ANN WELCH.

theory far too complicated. This occurs
either because the instructor is not quite
clear On the stuff himself and is thinking it
out as he goes along, or because he does
not .appreciate the impact of his words on
the pupil, or realise how little, in fact, the
average pupil can or does take in. The
implications of this are obvious. The pupil
becomes &::anfused, thinks cert<!.in exercises
are difficult, gets the wrong emphasis, and
because he does not understand may
unconsciously reject or forget important
lessons.

The use of stick positions, instead of
aircraft attitude, is still too widespread.
encouraging the pupil to concentrate on
what he is doing with his hands, and on
some useless formulae' like "centralise
controls" and "take off bank", instead of
concentrating on what the aircraft is
actually doing in the air.

Exercises in effect of controls and faults
in turns are invariably taught in a negative
sense. Instead of the usual "fly straight and
level" or "are you slipping or skidding?" it
is far better to make Hie pupil use the
controls positively. "Put the wing down
now bring it up again"; or later, in turns.
"change this turn to a skidding turn and
then correct." In this way the pupil
develops a positive mentality to his flying
and the instructor knows better what the
pupil does or does not understand.

Too much emphasis is sometimes given
to the value of ,the instruments. When a
pilot goes into a strange field he will find
that his altimeter is valueless as an approach
aid. and so he should never be allowed in his
early training to become dependent on it.
"Woodpecker" instructors who tap away
the paint round the altimeter will breed a
race of pupils whose concentration on
accurate altimeter readings may later give
rise to expensive embarrassment.

Perhaps the biggest shortcoming has been
the lack of good field-landing training due
to inexperience in the art by some instruc
tors and insufficient facilities in the club. It
is obviously necessalY to develop the tech.
nique for going into strange fields, and I
hope to be able to give some ideas on this in
the next Issue. .

(an increasing occupational hazard), the
mantle of responsibility has been {lraped
forcibly 00 to a club member of relatively
little instructional ex~rience,' simply
because if he does not take the job on, the
club will collapse. Enough praise cannot be
given to those individuals who, suddenly
and unwillingly eleva,ted above .their
fellows, do a most conscientious and
creditable job for their clubs. It must be
realised that as long as clubs cannot a:lford
10 pay for instructional staff to take some of
the load off overworked volunteers, it is
going to be difficult, with the best will in the
world, to make any big or general improve
ment in glider training.

Aircraft
These should be both suitable for the

stage of instruction or flying for which they
are used, and should have matched charac
teristics.

All training E1iders now should have
proper airbrakes.

The mixed bag which clubs are using,
because of financial limitations. create
difficulties in training methods which would
othl:rwise not exist at a11. For example, if
the use of airbrakes cannot be taught from
the sta.rt, because the following solo air
craft has not got them. this will lead to
wasted time, or confusions like the too early
introouction of side-slipping.

Financial limitations also discourage the
obvious use of the two-seater for first solos,
because it is the only dual aircraft, and this
in turn restricts the already small choice of
suitable intermediate aircrafL Many of
these follow-on aircraft in use in c1uhshave
outdated handling characteristics and per
formance, which bear little relationship to
modem soaring gliders.

It is not in accordance with the gliding
club spirit for these financial difficulties to
create discouragement, and there is little
dO~bt. that clubs in this countlY are
~ch.leVtng remarkably fine results with
!lmlted «juipment which is far from the
Ideal. This has been apparent on the visits
that I have made to clubs for categolY tests.
!here 3;re, however, some ways in which
mstructlon can be improved. Some of these
are, of course, realised, and action is being
~ke~; but there are others which are Discussion
mV~rtably due to inexperienced instructors, At the end of her talk, Ann Welch asked
which have become apparent on tesL the me<:ting for opinions on whether we
T~e most common faUlt, by far, lies in should put up the qualifications for Chief

makmg briefings and explanations of Flying Instructors-say, for those who take
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on the position after 1st May, 1959. The
Handley Page Club objected that they
would cease to exist if this were done,
unless there was an "'escape clause". Wally
Kahn (Lasham) thought that no paper
qualification would remove those "'horrible
colours" on Air Cdre. Paul's diagrams.
And Lionel Alexander (Cambridge) was
sure that there was nothing wrong with
instructing; we did not have accidents where
we had tbe proper equipment, so the
problem was not to raise the instructors'
qualifications but to get the kind of two
seaters we want.

The subject which received most attention
in the discussion was the need for continued
instruction for pilots while they progressed
to an advanced stage. As Ai,r Cdre. Paul
said, although the basic training is good,
when a pilot goes solo he is on his own and
regards himself as a qualified pilot; whereas
the first solo should be no more than a small
incident in the pupil's continued training.
To quote Wally Kahn, "'none of us are
giving enough time to those flying solo."

One difficulty ofgetting volunteer instruc
tors to do advanced training, Ann Welch
said, is that they would have to watch other
people flying solo instead of doing in
structional flights themselves, and they
would probably walk off. However, if they
got their Silver C's first, they would not then
suffer the frustration of seeing Silver C
opportunities pass by while they were on the
ground. Another difficulty, Godfrey Lee
(London) said, was that, to give advanced
instruction, an instructor would have to
know more than was in the B.G.A. hand
book. The need for much advanced

instruction to solo pilots could be cut down,
Ann suggested, if the right points could be
emphasized during early training.

Derek Piggott (Lasham) was convinced
that putting pupils on to high-performance
machines early was correct. policy, and the
only thing to be said for Grunau Babies and
similar types was that they are cheap; but
they will become more expensive, as no
more are being made. David Carrow,
however, thought that pupils should
progress from type to type, so as to have
something to look forward to: if put st.raight
on to Skylarks, they don't bother to fly
unless it is soarable.

When the risks of landing away came to
be discussed, the need for teaching pilots to
plan ahead was emphasized, especially by
Derek Piggott, WAO said that the absence of
such teaching was the weakest point in
present instructional technique; the worst
planners, he had found, were pilots who
had been flying without airbrakes. Nearly
all "stretch and stall" accidents were due to
making sudden decisions instead of planning
ahead. Other speakers recommended more
practice in landing in fields away from the
site, or, as is done at Cambridge, a series of
spot landings on the site.

David IDee (Lasham) suggested that the
Instructors' Panel might look at the
question of "continuation training", and
Wally Kahn suggested a week's course
during 1959 at which instructors should
come along for training. Finally, detailed
accounts of particular accidents in SAIL
PLANE & GLlOING were again proposed, and
offers to supply sucb an account came frOJ]1
the London, Kent and Cambriclge Clubs.

Out of the past:
WHAT IS IT?
AnsK'IN' on page
44.
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Gliding Records

Kahn & Wil\iamson 194 mi.
Williamson & A. Welch 102 mi.
James & Marshall 35 m.p.h.
Piggott & Burgess 22.32 m.p.h.

DISTANCE
HEIGHT GAIN
Aus. ALTlTUDE
GOAL FLIGHT
GOAL & RETURN
lOO-KM. TRIANG.
2oo-KM. TRIANG.
300-KM. TRIANG.

INTERNATIONAL
SiDgle-Seaten
R. H. Johnson (V.S.) 535 miles.
W. S. Ivans (V.S.) 30,100 ft.
W. S. Ivans (V:S.) 42,000 ft.
R. Fonteilles (France) 421 miles.
V. Zejda (Poland) 322 miles.
J. Mrak (Yugoslavia) 60.22 m.p.h.
P. F. Bikle (V.S.) 55 m.p.h.
K. Bozidar (Yugoslavia) 49.4 m.p.h.

Multi-Seaters
V. Ilchenko & G. Petchnikov (U.S.S.R.) 515.6 miles.
L. E. Edgar & H. E. Kliefor-th (U.S.A.) 34,425 ft.
L. E. Edgar & H. E. Klieforth (U.S.A.) 44,255 ft.
J. Popiel & A. Siemaszkiewicz (Poland) 336.3 miles.
E. Dommisse & S. J. Barker (S. Africa) 270.9 miles.
H. C. Ross & H. E. Jensen (U.S.A.) 54.04 m.p.h.
H. C. Ross & H. E. Jensen (U.S.A.) 50.33 m.p.h.
H. C. Ross & P. E. Wilson (U.S.A.) 50.% m.p.h.

BRITISH NATIONAL
Single4 Seaters Multi-Seaters

DISTANCE A. Gough 348 mi. Welch & Irving 254 mi.
HEIQHT GAIN P. A. Wills 28,200 ft. Piggott & Whately 15,240 ft.
ABS. ALTITUDE H. C. N. Goodhart 37,050 ft.
GOAL FLIGHT H. C. N. Goodhart 318 mi. Kahn & WiIliamson 194 mi.
GOAL & RETURN R. C. forbes 217 mi. N. Goodhart & Foster 141 rni-.
lOO-KM. TRIA:-lG. A. J. Deane-Drummond 47.5 m.p.h. James & Marshall 35 m.p.h.
200-KM. ThIA:-lG. A. J. Deane-Drummond 45.:36 m.p.h. Piggott & Burgess 22.32 m.p.h.
300-KM. TP.IANG. G. A. J. Goodhart 48 m.p.h.

UNITED KINGDOM LOCAL
DISTANCE A. Gough 348 mi. L. Welch & Irving 254 mi.
HEIGHT GAIN J. S. Willial11son 26,300 ft. Piggott & Whately 15,240 ft.
ABS. ALTITUDE J. S. Williamson 28,500 ft.
OOAL FLIGHT A. W. Bedford 257 mi.
GOAL & RETURN A. J. Deane-Drummond 197.5 mi.
lOO·KM. ThIANG. F. Foster 46.3 m.p.h.
2oo-KM. TRIANG. A. J. Deane-Drummond 38.8 m.p.h.
3OO-KM. TRIANG. H. C. N. Goodhart 41.2 m.p.h.
loo·KM. GOAL D. Goddard 67.2 m.p.h. James & O'RiIey 60 m.p.h.
2oo-KM. GOAL H. C. N. Goodhart 58.8 m.p.h. Williamson & Kerridge 34.9 m.p.h.
3OO·KM. GOAL E. A. Moore 57.4 m.p.h. Kahn & WiIliamson 43 m.p.b.

WOMEN'S RECORDS: BRITISH NATIONAL & UNITED KINGDOM
DISTANCE Mrs. Anne Burns 192 miles.
HEIGHT GAIN Mrs. Anne Burns 10,500 ft.
GOAL FLIGHT Mrs. Anne Burns 192 miles.
GOAL & RETURN Mrs. Anne Burns 94 miles.
SPEED, lOO-KM. TRIANGLE Mrs. Ann Welch 22.6 m.p.h.
SPEED TO 10D-KM. GOAL Mrs. Rika Harwood 51.6 m.p.h.
SI'EED TO 300-KM. GOAL Mrs. Anne Burns 39.3 m.p.h.

DISTANCE.
HEIGHT GAIN.
ABSOLUTE ALTITUDE.
GOAL FLIGHT.
GOAL &. RETURN.
lOO-KM. TRIANGLE.
200-KM. TRIANGLE.
300·KM. TRIANGLE,
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The Mud of Mazanoovka
by Philip and Kitty Wills

Reproduced with acknowledgements from "Flight"

Every long cross-country flight really
consists oftwo adventure stories, not one. In
the morning the sai/plarre emerges from its
chrysalis, and shortly afterwards the pi/at
sets off to test his skill and fortune. At the
same time his crew leaves on a retrieve which
may call for equal qualities of initiative and
much more devotion, and produce hazards
andsurprises as great as anything experienced
by the pilot. in the evening, if all goes we/I,
the twin threads rec01nbine for the journey
home.

Now, although many flights have been
written up, the retrieving teams have so far
been surprisingly silent, yet tlreir skill and
ardour form ,a vital part of the whole. In
what follows, therefore, I am trying to present
to the reader the whole story of one single
tong fliglrt, and to indicate the debt owed by
all pilots to the faithflll crews who g'!t tltem.
somehow, back to base, to fly again on the
morrow.

PAW.

J UNE 25th 1958 was the big day of tbe
1958 World Championships at Leszno,

in Poland. Also it must have established a
record for total mileage flown in one day
without engines: no one has yet worked it
out, but the 62 competitors must between
them have flown over 15,000 miles, and
their retrieving cars accordingly must have
covered well over double that formidable
distance.

In spite of this, it was not a reafly first
class day from the standpoint of Polish
weather~uring the practice period the week
before we had had three consecutive days
far, far better, but unluckily these never
repeated themselves during the actual
Championships.

The day dawned bright and fairly hazeless,
and the weather forecaster gave us winds
from W.S.W., 15 km.jhr., veering to west as
we flew eastward, with cumulus based
5-6,000 ft. giving lift of I ~-2 metres/sec.
Towards the afternoon large cumulo
nimbus, tending to spread out and "clamp",
were expected in the N.E. sector of Poland,
and towards the S.B. smafler cu-nim were
forecast with less risk of such over-develop-

ment. There was a murmur of excitement
from the 62 competing pilots when Free
Distance was announced as the task for tbe
day.

A glance at the map of Poland will show
the alternatives facing us. Centred on
Leszno, the 500-km. radius indicates that
to the N.B. a considerable sector gave us the
opportunity of covering about 510 km.
before reaching the Russian border; south
of this a considerable sector of Russia cuts
in and gives a maximum range of under
500 km.; whilst south ef this again a
maximum of about 535 km. is available at
one point, with a long sector nicely above
the magic 500.

In the forecast winds, therefore, we l'culd
either set off straight dowewind as far as
Warsaw, and then attempt a final leg eorth
of east, across the wind direction, or start
slightly across wind, making for a point
south of Warsaw, then veer slightly S.£.
to go for the maximum possible distance.
Course I gave rather more risk of a
premature landing behind an over-<leveloped
cu-nim. so most of us (including me) decided
to try course 2. In the event, the cu-nim
only developed to the satisfactory stage on
course 1, and failed to show up entirely on
course 2, so the four pilots who flew this
course did better, on the average, than the
rest of us.

Now came a most maddening error. We
had been told to have our machines on the
starting line by 10.00 hrs. for take-off to
start 10.30 hrs., but at the last moment a
question elicited a forecast from the met.
that cumulus would not start to develop
before noon, and the take-off was deferred
until 11.00. No sooner had we got to our
machines, however, than the first puff
appeared overhead, and the unfortunate
rigidity of the organisation prevented them
from reverting to the original starting-time.
So we all sat champing on the ground for
an hour (more for us unfortunates in the
Standard' Gass, launched last), listening to
the tinkle of our 5OO-km. Diamonds falling
out of the window. I was actually launched
at 11.35.

The Polish aeroplanes used a very short
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towing line 20 metres long. This looked
very alarming at first. The little green
aeroplane struggled gallantly up, and with
its tail well down you looked at its plan
form and seemed to be peering over the
tow-pilot's shoulder at his instrument panel.
In fact, if you could see his Air Speed
Indicator you were about right for height;
if you could in addition see his oil pressure
gauge you knew you were too high. At
11.45 I was waved off at 800 metres and at
last was off on my fifth attempt for my
Diamond. .

Releasing into the first thermal in a large
Championship one flies straight ioto fairy
land. Every rising column near the airfield
is marked by a swarm of circling and climb
ing sailplanes ofall shapes,sizes and colours,
and one flies over to the best-looking flock
and joins in at the bottom.

We smaller machines could circle more
tightly than the larger ones, and so often
could climb more quickly; it was like being
a goldfish in a large bowl of goldfish,
swimming silently round together towards
the top. Around the swarm of small fish
Swam the larger fish in wider circles. Often
one would be so near another that every
detail of the pilot's face and clothes, and
even his instruments, could be seen. But

SO high is the standard of pilotage that the
entire silent and mysterious dance of the
swarm felt as safe as it proved to be.

Each aircraft as it climbed near the top
of the upcurrent would dart off on its course
towards the distant East, and as I myself
reached the top I looked down on a 2,OOO-ft.
deep column of beautiful aircraft circling
in a kind of stately gavotte over the green
Polish countryside.

By now the sky was full of cumulus,
though it took me 20 minutes' cautious
circling to work up to safety at cloud-base
of 4,000 fL During this time, however, T
safely passed the first 25 miles to Gostyn.
which had on previous days proved my
downfall. On this occasion I knew that
my retrieving car was nervously following
along on the road below ready to catch me
if I fell, for a rush back for a second start at
Leszno.

The Polish countryside, except for the
mountainous region on the southern border,
is not monotonous,_ in summer anyway,
but it is all very much of a muchness and
rather like the flatter parts of Cambridge
shire. For 300 miles to the Russian border
it consists of endless flat fields of waving
corn, grass, and roots, with areas of woods
and forests, and a fair number of slow-
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moving rivers. There are no hedges, so,tbat
we were at last flying in a country where
landing was no problem at all, and this, no
doubt, is one of the reasons, why in 1'958
the exotic, regardless-of<ost sailplanes
with higher air and landing speeds at last
showed their paces.

By 12 o',clock I was safely at cloudbase,
with all Poland before me bathed in sun
light and dappled with the shadlilws of
cumulus, and with a fair wind nearly
astern. Ahead and behind and on either
side were the near and distant graceful
shapes of my competitors, their many
coloured wings flashing as the sun caught
them in their circles. Life has its brilliant
moments.

But this is really more a story ofa retrieve
than of a flight, for this was the longest and
hardest retrieve that "Justin" had ever
done, involving nearly 800 miles with the
300ft. trailer in just 32 hours' motoring.
Since the Standard Class aircraft were not
allowed to have radio, a combination of
sheer intuition, allied to the rudimentary
telephone system of Poland, waS all that
ensured that I was one of the first 'pilots to
get back to Leszno the next evening.
"Justin" is the name of my retrieving car
and team-on this occasion a Vanguard
Estate car piloted as always by Kitty, and
by Harry Midwood. 'So over to Justin.

shepherd him over the fir!>'t pan in case Ire
comes down early and wants to be got bqck
in time for a second launch. Last lallnching
time to-day is 4 p.m. If there is no news of
him by the time we reach Warsaw we are to
do whatever we think best according to what
we (lave se.en of the weather"

Harry and I leave him to be lallnched by
Ray and make for the trailer, hitch up, then
rush over to the mess to collect ollr cnew
lunches, but find they are still not ready, so
have to leave without them. Never mind, we
have lots of bottles of fizzy yellow and red
drinks le/t from other days, Polish petit
bellrre biscuits, one or two bars of Frank's
peculiar Imperial College concoctions and
a wondelful pundee cake that Irad been
presented to us and which we had been
keeping for a rainy day, also the r,emains 0/
P'hillp's lllnch which we hope he won't be
down to want.

We turn on our car radio and tell Control
we qre leaving the ai,jie/d, but they are too
busy to be interested, so we drive quickly, off
through Leswo, and stop on the edge' of a
large wood -which tire gliders have to go over.

It's a nice sunny day with rather weak
looking clouds. Harry sits on the roadside
looking throllgh his binoculars for Philip,
amongst all the groups of gliders twinkling
in the sunshine coming towards liS. Nick is
overhead at 11.15, then we see Ton)~they

We assemble our Skylark 2, polish it, go offQv.er our wood. A shout from Harry:
cellotape any unnecessary gaps and tow it he has found Philip on aero-tow-he can see
gently over the grass aerodrome to its starting Iris red wing with one while tip. We can
place in the lines ofdrawn-up sailplanes--the hear Nick's voice getting more cheerful as
back row in the Standard Class, almost the he gets a bit mo/'e height and Tony's voice
last of the 62 gliders ;0 take off. is getting fainter.

We collect 'our pilot's IUllch from the jeep Our pUot is ,dumb as he is not allowed
which comes round, sort it, putting what we radio in the Standard Class (jjrCl'oft, but we
consider eatable in the air into thepocket in the see him overhead-it is now 11.45. We
,cockpit and the rest into our car. phiJip, arrives dash to the other side of the wood and pick
from briefing andgives us our instructions. He him up agaIn, He is gaining height quickly:
tells liS to head east towards Warsaw and to he goes to the north of the road and we dash
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Meanwhile, what had been happening to
the Skylark I1-the egg tbis ardent spOOn
was chasing so devotedly? I had seule<l
down happily to the routi'ne of speed flying
on a good day. In every second or third

on as fast as we can, but he ij out ofsight at
12.10,fiying fast.

We rush through Gost)'n and work 011/
how long we dare leave telephoning and yet
have time to find him where he has landed.
de-rig, get Mm back to Leszno and launell
him agnlll. We decide we mUst telepllo"e not
later tban 1.30 as it will certamly take us
some nme to gel through.

Just at the righl moment a village fIIrns
up, and in the first few houses is one with a
plaql/e over it-an "administration house" of
sorts. We stop, rush up the wide, dark, dingy
stairs, find a door on a landing with some
official-looking writing over it, knock and go
in. There is a telephone 0/1 a table and three
men and a boy, a bed and a chair or two. We
put 0/11' "understanding form" in fronl of
them and they all read it 01 great length.
They offer us chairs and Ihe" put the number
Ihrol/gh. Tire bel! rings-we Irope if is for liS;
but nasI/ch luck. It isa previous call thaton~
of lIre men had been waiting for. Then starts
what seems to be an endless conversation.
At last it is over, and Ihen another tinkle.
11 is Ollrs Ilris lime.

A ~'ery shorl conversation: "Nieme
komunikaizi," he Sa!s 10 liS. We beam all
over 10 his surprise (he nol knowing that this
is welcome news to us). We thank him very
much and say goodbye, some of Ihe very
few Polish words we have offpal. We offcer
to poy, but he says "Nie," so We rush down
and O/lt and into Ihe car.

, Well, Ihat's seen our pilot over the first
bit, beyond where he could have been got
back for a second Iry ifhe had come unstuck.
Whal a relief! This first bit is always an
agonizing responsibility, and when oul of the
way one feels one con brea/he again.

We now set/le down to driving; entering
a village we see an accident Qhead on the
road-is if a trailer? One of ours passed
us a bit back. No, thank goodness~andthen
we see it's a child and a lorry; they have left
the accident as it happened in the middle of
the road, and knots ofshocked and sorrowing
villagers are waiting at the sidefor Ihe police.
We wish we didn't have to inlrude and [;0

quielly by feeling so sorry for them, and
sick 01 heart.

• • •

thermal I timed myself from moment of
entry to leaving, and calculated my average
rate of clim~whichworked up as the day
wore on to never mOre than 350 fL/minute
-good but not epoch·making. Setting my
speed-cruise chart at this figure, I was
flying on course between therrnals at 55·65
knots. In these conditions there is prac
tically no difference in technique and in
speeds to fly between a Skylark Ill, to
which I was so well accustomed, and the
smalll;r Skylark II, although the achieved
average ground-speed is, of course, rather
less. Every half-hour or so I spotted and
ringed my position and time on my map,
and worked Qut the average speed achieved,
which remained throughout the ~
remarkably constant at 72 km./hr. The
clouds were mostly quite shallow, and
experiment sbowed me it was hardly worth
climbing into them, although later on I
found one or two which gave me an extra
1,000 ft. of good lift inside.

During the first hour I was flying over
country we had come to know during the
past week or so, over Gostyn of ill-repute.
over the hamlet just Qeyond at which I had
landed and spent a long time trying to
pronouflce over the telephone to base. 'It
spells itself Mszczyczyn i next time you are in
your bath, dear reader, try it out for
yourself.

As I flitted on from cloud to cloud, the
countryside below hardly changed-the
faster you ran, the more you seemed to stay
in the same place. At 2.30 the large town of
Lodz came into sight to the south of my
course. Here at last, I thought, is some
where I can pronounce. However, the
Poles had it again-they pronounce it
Wooj. For the last hour I had seemed alone
in the dazzling sky, but now another white
sailplane swam quietly into my thermal
below me, and we circl~d and flew on
together for another 20 minutes before I
lost him. It was a reminder that, in fact, J
was not on a lone joy-ride; in a radius of
25 miles or so were 61 other pilots all mad
keen to get on a little faster and further
than I. '

I was art the time crabbing slightly across
the wind to make my easterly course, and
at 4 p.m. ,a large river ahead was clearly
the Vistula. and as I got nearer and located
myself by the town of Gora Kalwaria on its
banks. I was about 35 km. south of Warsaw,
and now was the time to al,ter course a little
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day finally died, the choice would have to
be made. Dammit, only the week before
during the practice period, I had had my
fourth attempt at this flight, and had
landed at Jordanow in the Carpathians,
only 15 km. short, after 8i- hours in the air.
I could not throwaway this chance, which
literally might never recur. If it was offered,
I would take it. Krusbchev, here I come.

***

more towards the S.E. to get the maximum
distance. Smoke from a factory chimney
below tried to tell me that the wind direction
had changed very much in my favour, hut
I was too old a hand to be caught by that.
The surface wind always tends to blow
slightly towards a centre of low pressure,
but above I ,000 ft. or so the air blows
round the centre, and the speed and direc
tion of the air I was flying in was only
shown by watching the movements of the
cloud-shadows. These, however, did show At last we reach the Polftan-Worsaw nrain
that the upper wind bad veered slightly in road and we decide to ring back: still no
my favour. But time was getting on-the news, bUI another two hours 0/ precious
magic 500-km. circle was still 170 km. daylight wasted; it is now 6.40. We decide
ahead; would I reach it, or had the dead to ring again the other side of Warsaw where
hand of officialdom snatched my Diamond ther:e is afork, one road going straight on
from my grasp once more? east to the border and the other branching

A r.rtomentary panic. Crossing the river towards the south-east.
fmm Gora Kalwaria below were, without An elaborate funeral goes by-wonderful
a shadow of doubt, two bridges, carrying horses and everyone walking. 1n tire next
a road and a railway. Neither were marked lOwn an old man lay looking dead on the
on my map. Could I be lost? A hasty pavement with people standing round him
check-up with other landmarks convinced Harry says he's probably only drunk, to cheer
me-dangerous conclusion, but, on this me up
occasion, correct-that the map was wrong_ Warsaw-we stop for petrol jusJ after the

As 1 flew on over the flat, gr.een country Palace of Culture and have a long converso
below, the sky ahead and to the right of my lion with a man who was stationed at
course started, unmistakably, to die. Blackpool during the war. He te/ls us the
Slightly to the left looked better, and in way out is left, 2nd left, left; we thank him,
this direction, into the blind sector, I was think we do this, find ourselves inevitably
forced. A quarter of an hour later the guts back at the 'pumps in record time. The man
started going from the air even in this very good-naturedly leads us out on his
direction, and again I was forced more to motor-bike, puts us on the right road; and
the left. Instead of puffy cumulus every- waves us on.
where, there were soon left only a few Then, suddenly, another trailer-it's one
isolated clouds, each at what appeared to be of ours-it's Frank, chasing Tony Goodhart,
maximum range. It was no longer a our other pilot in the Standard Class. We
question of hurrying, of leaving each lift as exchange news on our wireless, and stop in
my rate of climb began to fall off, but of the next village, MiloIno, before the fork.
hanging on to the very top and then I go into a shop to ask for a telephone; a
setting off at slow maximum-range speed wonderful smell of cooking reminds me I'm
to try and reach the next cloud before it awfully hungry, but there's no phone, so on
collapsed. we go. Harry has bought some cherries., and

Certainly all chance of exceeding 500 km. has been given a flower for his bUffonhole
within the Polish border had gone. Should which s'!ts him up. I've been given a St.
I risk all and try and overtly it into Russian Christopher.
territory? The hazard here was, not that I We get to the fork, and have to decide.
should not get back at all, but that form- The weather has been looking beffer to tire
alities would be so protracted that I should east for a long .time, so we decide to go
miss one or more days' flying and so fall str.aight on. If necessary, there is a road
out of the Championships. I tumed this running south along the border when we
problem over and over as I spiralled myself reach it.
up in a tired thermal under a decaying We find the police station at the next town
cloud over a large wood near Radzyn of Minsk Mazowiecki and settfe down for
Poplaski, 85 km. from the border. When I allother two hours' wait. We entertain
left it at 4,000 ft. I knew that, if I could find the inevitable pink blancmange of children's
but one more such area of .lift before the faces pressed against the car's windows.. We
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play our radio at t/wm, tlren we talk to
Frank all tire wirel£ss; finally / go lobed ill
the back, to their great interest.

I reached the last wisp of dying cloud in
the sky, at 2,000 ft. north of Wisznice.
Would it lift? Sink fell off, I started to
circle, I held my heighL I searched the
whole air under the cloud, but couldn't
find lift. By now the wind had dropped,
and even by staying where I was, I was not
making diStance along my track. Niet,
said Kr)J~hchev.

I s.et off on my final glide, flying at a
precise 39 kts. I flew along parallel to a
wooo, over a straight but rutted cart-track
with little groups of hovels forming tiny
villages along .it. As I got lower, I saw it
ended in a small village and at the head of
it quite a large new building in course of
construction. By stretching my glide to the
last, I grimly carried on until a potato
struck U\y skid in a field just beyond this
house, and at 6.4'5 p.m. the flight was over.
My first act was to lay my rub~r on the map
from where I was to that maddening
500-km. line still just ahead of me: 2.7 km.

• • •

short, and a,bout 10 km. from the border.
Oh well! ...

* * •
After 7{ hours' flying, I had landed in

the usual potato field: at the edge of this
was the partly-built large house I had sec;n
from the air, and behind it a line ·of smaJI
tattered cottages, fonning the village of
Mazanowka (I have spelt it phonetically
in my title). As the scattered line ()f
spectators started to run towards me, I
produced my "Understanding form", which
told them in Polish what I was and what I
wanted: a gua~d for the aircr-aft, oompletion
and sjgnature of my landing ce.rtificate,
and transport to the nearest telephone.

Soon a young man proouced a battered
two-stroke motor-bike and waved me onto
the pillion, and we set off. But instead of
going to a post-office or police station in
the village, we bumped straight through it
and out onto an appallingly muddy track
of beaten earth on the other side which
wound away through the fields towards
some distant woods.

(To be continued)

Illustrations from "Flight".
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OLYMPIA

U"iqu. once in a m.·tim. CPPO,l1un,ly to acquire 11
fundamentally new aircr." .-, £200 bel.ow the ex

f.ctory pric.•.

Ourin, re-build .11 ll(b) modifications have been
incorpora'~. including twin lail attuhmentl.
under floor r.I..M. nos. pHot, adiu$18ble rudder
pedals, .. Iso s'rengthened seat. ,keel, bulkhead,

and fraiti"g .dg•. • tc~

Win be reltdy in an respects compJete with t,weJve
,"onlh_ C of A ...d i1U.lnrmen's, during March 1959.

Write. can or phone, T. PROLl.
HAILER CRESCENT. CHURCH STRETION. SALOP

T."phone lINlEY 206

Kronfeld Club Painting Exhibition
THE gloom of November was brightened <irawings, but everyone who visited the Club

considerably at the Kronfeld Club by during the week was highly impressed by
the painting exhibition, which was also a the standard and also the variations in both
competition, held from the 3rd to the 7th. the subject matter, ranging from a Victor to
Fifty-two paintings were shown, of which an Avro 504K, and the mediums used,
12 were 'by professional artists, who had which included not only pencil ,and oil, but
kindly lent examples of their work. Despite also gouache and crayon.
the presence of these paintings, the Gliding It is understood that the Club intends to
Movement had nothing to be ashamed of hold a similar exhibition about the same
and the standard of the paintings and time next year, which should give everyone
drawings was very high. .. interested plenty of time to prepare their

Ann Welch, whose pamtmg of the entries.
Skylark III won first prize, had eight entries
and all of these bore out the Judges'
remarks on her winner that "The picture is a
result of most accurate observation".

Second prize went to a painting of
Dunstable Downs by 14-year-old Nicholas
Price, and Cuthbert Orde, one of the
Judges, mentioned the day after the judging
that at the time the Judges were not aware
of the age of the painter.

The painting of a Tutor at Camphill won
third prize for s. W. Hickson of the
Perkins Gliding Club, two of whose exhibits
were sold during the week.

Space does not permit individual com
ments on the rest of the paintings or

Cook Compasses
" Electric

Variometers
"

INSTRUMENTS are the nerves of your aircraft and without
them, soaring as we know it would be impossible.
We are specialists in glider instruments and supply most of the
world.

We make:
Cosim Variometers

" Water Traps
Nose Pitots

Irving Total Energy Venturis

For details of these instruments and any others which may
interest you write to:

The Cobb~Slater Instrument Co. Ltd.
Darley Dale, Matlock, Derbyshire, England.
Telephone: Darley Dale 2138.
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CORRESPONDENCE

HANDICAPPING AND THE
STANDARD CLASS

Dear Sir,
Now that the Standard Class has

convincingly won itself a place in inter
national and, one hopes, national gliding,
it deserves continued support so that its
importance may prosper.

Unless it is given some artificial stimulus,
the Standard Class may tend to be regarded
as slightly second-rate; particularly in
Championships which, not unnaturally,
each pUot is trying to Win, and as a first
step tries to equip himself (or induc~ his
sponsor to equip him!) with the best
possible mount. Since one (though by no
means the only) object of Championships
is to declare the Champion pilot, it would
seem reasonable that all competitors should
have some measure of equal chance. This,
to my mind, entails some form of handicap
according to glider .perfornnnce. In this
way, even the pund.its may be induced to
fly Standard Class and so play their part in
the development of relatively inexpensive
high-performance gliders ne of the
declared objects of the introduction of the
Class. .

In yacht racing, the waterbome sport
most nearly akin to ours, it is an lccepted
principle that competitors usually race in
one of three categories:

(a) One-design craft
(b) Craft built within a formula (restric

ted class)
(c) Craft of differing types each with an

individual time-correctioo factor.
As far as gliders are concerned, it may

be said that
(a) might tend to stifle design (though

one should remember Hans Jacobs'
Meise-or Olympia-designed in
1937 and only recently surpassed).

(b) neatly covers th~ Standard Class.
(c) to produce a fair handicap system

applicable to gliders presents many,
though not insurmountable, diffi
culties. The "Goodhart number"
(see SAII.PLANE & GLIDING) is a
possible example.

I therefore recommend that an amend
ment to the Rules for the 1959 British

Championships be issued without delay
announcing a handicapping system taking
the fann of either

(a) a simple percentage addition to
points scored by Standard Oass
gliders; or

(b) a more sophisticated system of a
handicap factor (such as Gaodhart
number) for each type of glider.

ToNY GOODHAllT.

P.S.-This letter is written before the rules
for the 1959 Championships have been
published, but I assume that they will not
initially include any form of handicap
system.

CHRISTMAS QUIZ
Dear Sir,

With regard to the interesting "Quiz" in
the December 1958 issue, the "third-party"
Insurance required for gliders exempted
from the order, ref. C.A.I.C. No. 47/1955,
is £2,000.

Incid.entalIy there does not seem to be an
Insurance requirement for fully registered
and certified gliders.

The telephone number given in the
answers is M.T.CA, not A.R.B. .

J. E. CRAMP.
Newbury, Berks.

THE HELICOPTER TOW
Mr. R, R. Pinniger, of Fareham, Rants.

writes regarding a statement in the article
"There Always Has to Be a First Time",
published in our issue of October 1958,
p. 284. Referring to the T-21 Sedbergh
which was on its first test flight after
rebuilding, the author wrote: "One of the
men who had had a major part in the
rebuilding volunteered out in a very
definite manner!"

Since Mt. Pinniger has in the past done
many glider repairs for the club at Lee-on·
Solent, he wishes it to be known that this
repair was not done by him, nOr was he' the
man referred to as having "vo!U)1teered
out". III

The author, Lieut.-Cmdr. H. R. Dimock,
assures us that "neither was it our chief
instructor and maintenance engineer who
'volunteered out' ".
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WYNCHRYTE
A Technical Monograph

by Edward Littlejohn

R

~TOP.sUPPLY

~

array to a small box which carries a
selector switch, three push-buttons and two
small repeater lamps; the box is fed,
through a two-core cable, from a car
accumulator.

When a launch is imminent, the operator
selects Left, Centre or Right winch and
presses buttons, as appropriate, for "Take
up", "All out", or "Stop"; the repc:ater
lamps give him a check that both he and the
device are functioning correctly.

Now to the winches; there the drivers
survey with benign equanimity the dis
tracted figures circulating among the air
craft, the two pairs of wings which become
level and then change thejr minds-in short,
the chaos a1 the launching point so well
known to winch drivers. All is peace at the
y.g end; the motto is: "no light-no
launch".

A single light starts flashing slowly and
the driver of the centre winch goes smartly

,-----_. --,
\ . 'Si.' ,, .9/ ~...~"T

I
I
I

FASTSLOW

L

By courtesy of the Wessex R.A.F. Club
a secret weapon, aimed at some of those

fumbles which wreck the launching rate,
has recently been given a trial; a few fellow
members think it may be of interest to the
wider gliding world. Credit for the basic
idea is due to the Midland club in the
person, as far as the writer can recall, of
Dave Dennett; certain additional refine
ments have been incorporated in the present
design.

The requirement was the control of one"
two or three winches on a long launching
run.

At the launching end there is a horizontal
boom mounted at a height of more than
6 ft. and provided at each end with an
Aldis or a car headlamp. The lamps must
have their axes parallel within a degree or
so and be directed al the winches. The
boom should be at least 6 fL long; 24-watt
lamps in good reflectors should be satis
factory. A three-core cable connects this

Wynchryle Mk. le.
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into action-his girl friend is not with him
to-day; as the slack comes in, the flashing
changes to a quicker tempo and the launch
is on. Hardly has the drogue toUched the
ground before the driver of an outside
winch sees two lights-one fixed and the
other, on his side, flashing slowly; he dwells
a pause while the unexpended portion of the
previous cable clears his (the morons at the
other end never remember about the cross
wind) and then reaches for the throttle.

What about the "Stop" sigoaJ?-ab, yes,
{Jf course; a single fixed lighL

Herewith is the circuit whieh arranges all
this.

For the interruptors various devices were
considered, and the best answer appeared
to be automobile contact-breakers operated
by a camshaft driven direct from the final

gearwheel of a windscreen-wiper motor.
"Take up" comes from a single-lobe, 180
degree cam, and "All {Jut" from a four-lobe
one. One driver has criticised the fast
flashing as being a little too much so, and a
three-lobe cam might be better, but would,
of course, reduce the contrast between T.U.
and A.O.; alteration of motor speed is not
practicable.

Construction is merely a matter of fitting
the bits and pieces neatly into a small box
Wynchryte, Mk. I, star, is about 7 by 5 by
6 ins.-but the connections at the box had
better be plugs and sockets and at the
accumulator crocodile clips.

The writer holds no patents but, should
anyone take up the idea. the B.G.A. could
probably handle a donation towards the
expenses of the next Internationals.

Fauvel News
AN AV-36 IN MADAGASCAR

THE AV-36 of the Aero Club of Fort
Dauphin, the ilrs.t glider in service in

the island of Madagascar, has. with the
help of the: French NavY,been transported
from Toulon to Madagascar '1nd arrived
at Diego-Suarez during September. From
there, piloted by Mons. B. Astraud, it
reached Fort-Dauphin by traversing the
whole length of the island for a distance not
far short of 2,000 kilometres, towed by a
Cessna 170, and giving a demonstration at
Tamatave in passing.

A SUPER AV-36
The irst AV-36 Mk. II (AV-361) will

appear shortly. It is being produced by tbe
C.A.D.A.F. at the Aix·Chambery aero
drome. The improvements added to the
machine will assure it a best gliding angle
of 1 in 26 and a minimum sink of 0.74 m/s
(2 ft. 5 in. per sec.), retaining the particularly
spread-out velocity polar which is character
istic of Fauvel "flying wings".

Compared with the AV-36, the AV-361
includes the following improvements:

Small increase of surface area with more
marked increase of aspect ratio (span
l2.80m. = 42 ft.).

Extremely powerful air brakes of the
same type as on the AV-22 (25 m/s at
150 km./h. = 82 ft./sec. at 93 m.p.h.).

Power of directional control increased
by 25 per cent.

Ovoid fuselage widened by 7 cm. at the
elbows.

Blown canopy giving a panoramic view
and plenty of room.

The machine, "monobloc" as before,
continues to be as easily transportable by
road.

AV-n TWO-SEATER
The bringing into use of the AV-22 No.

02 at SL Auban having confirmed the
qualities of this machine, an order for a
series of four has been received. These are
in course of production at the "Survol"
establishment of Charles Fauvel at Cannes,
and a pr.portion of the components are
being made at Aix-Chambery. The first
machine should be flying by the spring.

The AV-22 No. 01 was returned to the
constructor at the beginning of 1958 for
incorporation of the .improvements intro
duced into No. 02, and was delivered in
early August. It is now equipped with the
moulded "balcony" canopy and with very
powerful air brakes. Its dual controls have
been modified, the forward ·ones being
fixed and only the rear ones mobile; the
same will apply to the series production.

The differential action of the ailerons
has likewise been regu~d. The best gliding
angle should approach 1 in 27. From 45°
bank to 45° opposite bank takes 31
seconds.

CH. FAUVEL.
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ANew Polish Training Sailplane
THE SZD-16 "Gn,"

by A. Blasik

E ARLY in November the test-pilot of
. Szybowcowy Zak/ad Doswiadczalny

(Polish Soaring Institute), Mr. Adam
Zientek, made the first flight on a new
Polish sailplane, the SZD-16 "Gil". This
machine was designed by Engineer Z.
Badura and his €onsttuctors' group. It is
designed for perfecting and training of
young pilots in thermal flights, aerobatics
and soaring.

It is a cantilever high-wing machine with
guasitrapesicaU" rnon,ospar wing and ply
wood box.. The ailerons are aerody
namically and dynamically balanced. There
are air brakes, in the form of ex.tending
plates" on top and bottom of the wing.

The fuselage is, of welded steel tubes,

.. We are unable to interpret tbis.-ED'.

IRVIN

covered. with fabric. The tail is binged on a
dural sheet tube of circular cross-section,
3 metres long (9 fL 10 in.). the c·onvenient
seat, the set-up pedals and wide cabin give
full comfort. A plexi-canopy, originally
shaped with a flat front pane, gives a ,good
view in all directions.

The landing wheel, sprung with greatly
extensible rubber bands, allows of "heavy
duty" landings which may occur with pilots
of little experience.

With economical production costs and
reasonable 'PCrformance, this sailplane gives
pilots th.e opportunity of good and cheap
sport.

'I:edmical Data
Span, 13.5 m. (44 IL 3'~ in.).
Overall length, 6.85 m. (22 fL 6 in.).
Area, 14 sq. m. (150.7 sq. ft.).

Glider
Parachutes

~.... , 0"

/ .... .;.....

IRVll'IG AIR CHUTE OF GREAT BRITAIN LIMITED
ICK-NIELD WAY' • LETCHWORTIt • HERTS '. Telephone: LetehWOrlh 8llS
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Aspect ratio, 13.
Wing loading, 17.9 kg..jsq. m. (3.67 Ib./

sq. ft.)
Empty weight, 165 kg. (364 lb.).
Max. permissible flying weight, 250 kg.

(551 loo.).
Wing section: NACA 43012A.
Elevator section: NACA 0009.
Rudder section: NACA 0012.

UP and"DOWN
Cross-country at ZOO m.p.b.

On 13th October, 1958, M. Landi. flying
a Breguet 901 and using wave lift, set off
from St. Auban sur Durance, and reached
his goal at Cannes, 60.4 miles away, in 18
minutes. The speed works out at 323
km./h., or 200.7 m.p.h. Next day, Landi
made a distance flight of 315 km. from St.
Auban via Malaucene and Colmar (Basse
Alpes) to Aix-les-Milles, and MM.
Rousselet and Sabro covered the same
course in a Breguet 904 two-seater. In
three consecutive days, at this centre, 6 Gold
C legs and 8 Diamonds were earned.

Soaring Discouraged
Midway Island in the Pacific, with an

area of only 1,282 acres, has to accommo
d~te not only the U.S. Navy and Military
Air Transpon Service, but one-third of the
world population of Laysan and blacK
rooted albatrosses, writes Jack L. Wagner
10 Shell Apiarion News for December 1958.
Consequently there is a collision problem,
due mainly to the birds' habit of soaring
Over the runways, so it has been necessary
to get down to a study of bow the birds
soar. Mr. Wagner continues:-

"If conditions favourable for soaring

Photo by L. Such)'.
Performance

Best gliding angle, I in 202 at 67 km./h.
(41.6 m.p.h.).

Minimum sink, 0.86 m1s at 55,8 km.lh.
(2 ft. 10 in. per sec. at 34.7 m.p h.).

Minimum flying speed, 50 km.lh. (31
m.p.h.).

Maximum flying speed, 200 km./h. (124
m.p.h.).

were eliminated, the probability is that
soaring in the runway vicinity would be
substantially reduced, if not eliminated.
Terrain features were found to be extremely
important in this respect. Updraughts
produce favourable soaring conditions and
these can be created by piles of earth. high
bushes, trees, etc. If such areas are adjacent
to runways the birds wheel out over these
strips. During lllilny hours of runway
watches, certain birds marked with dye, for
individual recognition, soared past re
peatedly. Not content to ride only the
updrafts, they enjoy skimming out a
number of yards over nearby level areas,
where they sometimes came in contact with
aircraft.

'The recommended solution was to
'flatten the earth for a distance of 750 ft.
from the centre line on both sides of the
duty runways. If practicable (for water
catchment) these areas could be black
topped. This would give the best assurance
of eliminating not only soaring areas, but
also breeding and nesting areas close to the
runways. If blacktopping is not feasible a
planting programme employing low or flat
growing grasses or herbaceous species
might be tried to prevent sand blowing over
the runways and piling up into dunes
again.' "
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National Contests Abroad
Switzerland

There being no centralized competitions
in Switz;;rland, the annual contest is decided
on points earned during the summer halfof
the year. Hans Nietlispach is Swiss
Champion for 1958 with a total score of
33,274, far ahead of Fritz Dubs with 23,761
and Alex Griindisch with 23,192. Rene
Comte made the greatest altjwde of 18,291
ft. on 6th August, Rolf Brunner the greatest
distance of 231 miles' on 26th April,
Nietlispach the longest goal flight of 278
miles on 12th June, Grundisch the best
out-and-retum of 146 miles on J8th April,
and Nietlispach the fastest 200 km. triangle
on 4th June.-Aero Revue.

Netherlands
The 1958 Dutch national contest Was

held, as is now customary, in the spring,
from 23rd to 31st May. Among 30' com
petjtors, Dick Reparon won with 5,995

points out of a possi.ble 7,000; J. K.lijnstra
came second with 5,275 and J. van Etk
third with 4,788.

Ifaly
The Italian Championships of J958 were

held at Rieti, 50 miles north of Rome', and
consisted of four speed-races, one free
distance day, and one distance contest
along a given line. Types of sailplane
raking part were:, 10 Canguro, 5 Passero.
and one each of Eo]o, C.A.T,28 and Veltro,
The winner was G. A. Ferrari, flying a
CanguTO.-A I'iasporl.

Germany
Winners of the deceluralized nalional

contest fot 1958 were:-Individual Class:
(a) experienced pilots, Hans-Werner Grosse.
1,788 points; (b) young pilots, Ulrich
Plarre, 1,790 points. Team Class: Luft.
sportclub Forchheim, 1,649.8 points.-M.
DESKAU.

WORLD GLIDING STAMPS

Many countries now issue stamps with pictures of gliders on them. Three of these
ar.e illustrated above. If you have any others, we would be very pleased to print them.
Please send them to Wally Kahn, care of SAILPLANE & GLIDING.
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Two Winter Thermal Phenomena
by Adam Zientek

The author is chief test' pilM at Bielsko, near the mountai/wus southern border (if Poland,
where many of th~ best known sailplane types have been produced, including the "Mucho
Standart"., winner in Ihe StUJIdard CJa5S at the 1958 World Championships.. Note ,haJ
al'erag~ sea-level temperatures in March aliI' obelll 5°F. colder in Poland tlwn in GreaJ
Britain'.

I N winter one is not geli(:rally inclined- fashion and the three.minute hopS followed
except in Foehn weather--'to consider each other swiftly, Only one flight, at about

attempting high-performance flights above 2 p.m., was at all different-in fact, so
the snow<overed ground. As, however, different as to be unbelievable.
launching at this season is troublesome as Only 110 metres (360 ft.) showed on the
well as unrewarding, it is USUally discon- altimeter upon release, when shortry
tinued. Snow signifies, in practice, the afterwards the Jaskolka went into a turn
cessation of soaring flig1Jt. Qnly manufac- and circled diligently up to ... cloud 9~
ture and test-flying continues throughout at 1,000 rr.etres! The upe.urrent showed
the calendar. for new sailplanes must be every sign of being a thermal, and indeed
tried out in preparation for the coming of the kind that one expects to find in the
spring. This holds also for our own work best soaring weather during Mayor June.
at the Szybowcowy Zaklad Doswiadczalny The lift a..-eraged two metres a second. with
-the Polish sailplane institute at Bielsko, a maximum, in the region from 500 to
birthplace of many Polish sailplane <tesigns. 700 m., of over three metres a second! One

It is this circumstance that I have to thank need only say that the whole flight, with the
for the success of tWo quite J1emarkable cIimb to 1,000 m. and a quick spin down
flights which convinced me tbat, even in (unfortunately this was necessary), lasted
weather when it would be absurd. to expect 10 minutesl
thermals, there are surprises to be reckoned Unfortunately this wonder thermal was
with. not J1epeated on the next flight. On the

So· on 11th March I came to be testing contrary, the weather became slowly worse,
seven newly-finished Jaskolkas. Owing to with typical signs of an approaching Warm
heavy melting snow, four inches. deep. front. Late in the evening came a snow
aero-tows had to be pUt off till another day, storm, and the snoweover thickened
and only winch.launching tests could be overnight to 20 inches.
carried out. Throughout the day not a single The next adventure of this kind befell me
ray of sunshine had penetrated the eight- on 25th March, immediately after a fairly
eighths of homogeneous, heavy leaden long period. of snow and fog, which left
altoslratus opacus, below which grey shreds behina a one·foot-thick layer of hard Snow.
of strato-cumu!us floated past at abo'ut In ·contrast to the previous day the weather
3,000 ft. This layer of low cloud covered was glorious: the sky absolutely clear, the
about 7/8 of the sky. Visibility through the temperature Qne degree below freezing, and
milky-grey haze was restricted to a few a light south wind. For all .that, the strong
kilometres, 'and the. mountain tops were insolation gave expectations oLa thaw, and
almost continuQusly veiled by heavy snow- ,consequently I could reckon with only one
fall. To sum up: "London weather", in launch. I was flying the new prototype
which anyone engaged in gliding does so SZD-22, Mucha-Standart.
because he must, not becau~ he wants to. At about 2,700 m. (8,860 ft.) I cast off.

.Understandably, the sailplanes, the Shortly afterwards 1 started the usual
wmches and the retrieving cars were not spinning test and very rapidly lost 2,000
very mobile in the snow, and because of metres. The programme had been fulfilled
this the launching team had some unusual and the rest of the llight could be devoted
experiences. Later, when the wind had to enjoyment. At the level of the summit I
spitefully changed direction, there was flew along above the track of Szyndzielnis
n~thing for it but to launch downwind. 10 'cable railway, the main artery of our
SPite of this, launches proceeded in orderly m6untain complex, and could watch tbe
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whiteness which covered not only the
ground but even the branches of the pine
trees -a layer thick enough to neutralize
all differential heating. Dozens of small
mobile dots on the snow fields and slopes
showed that the ski runners knew how to
exploit their element. Mucha-Standart was
doing the same: not until after fiye hours
did it take leave yoluntarily of the "snow
thermals". A cascade of loops from 1,000
metres brought this unique adventure to
an end.

. ~

Photo by L. Suchy.

tremendous ski-ing activity, though with
half-closed eyes because of the blinding
light. Outside, the froslstill held ;yet, thanks
to the powerful sunshine, my cabin was like
a frying-pan, so that the window panel had
to he pushed fully open.

Suddenly I experienced what in such
conditions was hardly to be expected-a
light jerk, premonitary of an upcurrent. I
started circling at once, and-look!-the
variometer confirmed the unbelievable! The
new prototype had met its first thermal.

The next happenings followed the usual
course: at first just narrow and capricious, WHAT IS IT?
but continually stronger (up to 2 m./sec.)
and higher-up t<) 1,IOOm. (3,600 ft.), only THE photograph on page 28 is repro
above the n,ountain all the time. The duced from THE SAILPLANE & GLIDER
localisation of the upcurrent appeued to be of 28th April 1933, and shows F. G. En.ser
independent of the wind direction-it was in the cockpit of his "Enser R~rch
found to be as good to windward as in the Sailplane." But disrespectful people,
Ice, till finally there ~as no difrerence taking one look at the shape and colour of
because calm supervened, as shown by a its fuselage, called it the "Flyjng Carrot."
vertical column of smoke from one of the The machine was "designed and built to
mountain huts. carry out full-scale tests with aerofoil

After an hour I caught sight of the first sections at slow speeds", and had a span of
shreds of cloud. I flew to them at once and 25 ft., weighed approximately lOO lb. empty,
... was seJ upon by a four m./sec. down- and stalled at about 25 m.p.h.
current which lost me a good 400 metres During the last quarter of a century, in
(1,300 ft.). But1be next cllmuli, though still his spare-time workshop at West Drayton,
,quite flattened. were more friendly disposed Mr. Enser has repaired and rebuilt a great
and allowed an easy climb to cloud base at number of gliders, as well as occasionally
1,300 m. (4,300 ft.), producing unconventional aircraft of his

All this would have been nothing wonder- own design. He is, as far as we know, still
ful if it had not been for the unending going strong.
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Preliminary Flying 1n the Harbinger

FLYING the Harbinger, at ,the momelilt, is
still in the very preliminary stages,

approximately 10 hrs". appearing in the log.
The specific tests required for the C. of A.

have not yet really started, flying up to now
coming under the category of "Familiarisa
tion and General Handling", with the e.g.
well forward. NeYertheless, first impressions
are always interesting, and these may be
said to be whoUy favourable. The first
flights, solo, were undertaken at HucknaU
aerodrome (l{-mile runway), and consisted
of three auto-tows:-

(I) Almost the full length of the runway,
at about 20 ft., to make sure everything was
working.

(2) Very gentle climb to 200 ft., landing
straight ahead on the runway.

(3) Norntal climb to 600 ft., with a
genteel circuit, trying the brakes on the
early part of the final approach.

These flights, wbich took place in about
a 20·knot wind, were entirely satisfactory,
and it was decided at once to proceed to
Camphill for further flying. After two more
solo flights, oyer the edge, the machine has
~n flown two-up, in varying weather
conditions, up to a total of 10 hrs., as
already stated. Handling seems en
couragingly normal in all respects, the
only mods. decided upon at the moment
being a mass-balance in the elevator circuit
to replace the fairly heavy spring bias at
present fitted. This, we hope, will reduce
the rather discoJl(Xrting pull reQujred at
present while circling. Rate of roll, bearing
in mind that we have added 15 ins. to the
designer's length of nose, is not out
~tandingly good; though it is probably well
mSlde the B.C.A.R. requirements. No
figures are available yet, and much more
experience and thought will have to go into
thls before deciding whether or not it is
satisfactory. Stalls as yet have only been
carried out straight and level, but seem to be
in line with modern expectations, i.e. there
seems to be plenty of lateral control when
one is well stalled and sinking like a brick.

The brakes (Dragon's teeth, four-a-side
top and under-side of wing) seem reasonably
e~ectlve and certainly make no apFeciable
difference to the trim; but again, much more
expe~ience is required before giving a
conSidered opinion. Having tried them in
the air, I thought they were not very good,

but OD my first landing with brakes on, I
dropped it in the rough 30 yds. short 'of my
intended touchdown, so perhaps they are
better than I thought.

Visibility from the back seat is really
excellent. This is, of course, inherent in the
design, but it is comforting to know that it
really is as good as one had hoped.
Obviously we have no performance figiJr~s

yet, but first impressions confirm our
expectatjons, that it is about the same as
an Olympia. 75 knots is the highest speed
we have tried, up to now, at which the
machine feels very solid, and the per.
fonnance, bac.k to the edge after a thermal,
seems about "Olympiaish".

To sum up, I would say that to date the
machine has given us no surprises. It is
what we had expected: probably no world
competition winner, but certainly a machine
to have a lot of fun in.

GERRY SMITH

Some 0/ Harbinger's internal structure.



OBITUARY

A,E.S.

17th March lino 28th April that year.
Smoke was blown into a shallow wind
channel six inches wide and three-tenths of
an inch deep, with a steel bottom electrically
heated to produce in~ability. The resulting
upturrents in the smoke were seen through
tne glass top to arrange themselves in a
pattern of pOlygonal "cells", like the c1oud
lets of strato-eumulus and alto-eumulus;
then, when the top was moved to produce
shear, tile artificial cloudlets joined up into
parallel rolls. first lying transversely te the
"wind" and then, with increasing shear,
parallel to the wind direction. He.re. Sir
Gilbert was first to point out, was a
plausible explanation of "cloud streets".

A further lecture on thermals and
cumulus clouds was reported ia THE
SAILPLANE for February 1934, and about
this time Sir Gilbert Walker had much
discussion and correspondence with
Britain's first two Silver C pilots, Eric
Collins and Philip Wills. But with his
retirement from the professorship later
that year, he moved to Cambridge and his
versatile mind went chasing after other
'problems, though he was always keen to
hear the latest news from the gliding world
when one ran across him.

SIR GILBERT T. WALKER
rr'.HE aerodynamics of boomerangs and the

art of designing and throwing them,
the motion of elongated projectiles and
dynamicaf tops, the theory of eleclro
magnetism, the soaring flight of vultures
and other Indian birds, the energy OUtput
of athletes' muscles, the path of a billiard
ball in a rolling ship, the prediction of
monsoon rains, the structlJre of cumulus
clouds and the "cellular" distribution of
upcurrent patterns, the periodicities of
weather cycles~these are only some of the AVNI YAYKIN
subjects on which Sir Gilbert Walker
performed notable SCientific research; and THOSE who were at the 1956 World
at the time of his death on 4th November .. Championships at St. Yan, in France
1958, at the age of 90 years and 4 months, will remember the remarkable performanc:~
he was collaborating in the writing of a put up by the Turkish two-seater pilots
textbook ,on the f!.ute, Avni Yaykin and Ziya Argun, on the first

After spellding '21 years as Director- day of the contest, when they made the
General of Observatories in India, Sir longest distance in the two-seater class by
Gilbert returned to England in 1924 to flying a Ka-2 Rhonschwalbe 240 miles to
become Professor of Meteorology at Luxembourg; then, owing to frontier
Imperial College, and while holding this trouble, it was three days before they got
position he joined the Council of the back i.nto France. This feat helped them to
British Gliding Association in the first few finish in 7th place out of 13 entrants in the
years of its existence. class.

Stimulated by the company of gliding We now regret to read a report from
people, he collaborated with his research Ankara that, due to a two-seater glider
students in the study of l1'IodeJ thermals i.n striking the minaret of a mosque with one
the laboratory. and an account of this wing, both the passenger, who was Mr.
research, given to the Royal Aero!llluticaJ Yaylcin, and the pilot were killed. Mr.
Society on 16th February 1933, was Yaykin was director of tile Ankara Gliding
Teported in THE SAILPLANf & GLIDER for School, and started gliding in 1937.
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E. MILNER-HAIGH,,,lE regret to read of a report, just as wey, go to Press, of the death of Mr.
Ernest Milner-Haigh, of 51. Ives, Cornwall.
due apparently to his having been struck
by a train while crossing the line to teach
his home. It was 10 save Perranporth air
field for the Cornish Gliding ,and Flying
Club that Mr. Milner-Haigh recently
offered to buy the airfield, which the
Government was preparing to sell. Bis
offer was acc~pted in preference to all other
offers, and we are assured that this sad
event will' not prevent the scheme from
going through. Mr. Milner-Haigh's son
Char.les, is a joint secretary of the club:
and to him and other members of the
family we tender our sympathies.
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PUBLICATIONS

"AUSTRALIAN GLIDING" - monthl)'
journal. of ,tJ1~ Gliding Federatiop. ,of
AustralIa. Editor, A1lan Ash. Subscnpnon
30 shillings Australian, 24 shillings Sterline
or 3.50 dollars V.S. and Canada. Write for
free 'sample copy. "Australian Gliding:',
Mineside Post Office, Mount rsa, Queens
~nd, Aust!l'alia.

"MODEL A-IRCRAFT"-Official Journal
of the Society of Mode] Aeronautical
Enginttl'S. Featl!lres contest w,inning model
designs, conSitructional articles, photo
graphs and reports of interna'tional and
national contests. 1/6 monthly from any
newsage-nt. Send for specimen copy free
from "Model A.ircraft", 19-20 Noel Street,
London, W.1.

READ POPULAR FLYING the hi-month·
Iy magazine of the Popular Flying .Assoc
iation. Subscription £1 a year. Spo.:imel'l
copy with scale plans of the Hirtenberg
HS9A and history pf fhis unique aircraft
] /6d. from The Popular Flying Association,
Londonderry House, 19 Park Lane.
London. W.1.

SLOPE SOARING with a radio control
model ,sailplane is a fascinating pastime and
• typical 'phase of aeromodelling. Read
about this and other aeromodelling subjects
in AEROMODELLER, the world's leading model
magazi~, published monthly. price Ij6d.
MODEL AERONAUTICAL PRESS LTD., 38
C!arendon Road, Watford, Herts.

"SOARING"-Official organ of th.c Soar
ing Society of America. Edited by Lloyd M.
Licher. Obtainable from Soaring Society of
America, Inc. Box 66071, Los Angeles 66,
California. Subscription $4.00 in North
America and 55.00 elsewhere, apply to your
Post Office for a form.

MISCELLANEOUS

SOUTHDOWN Gliding Club. C. of A's.
and al1 types of repairs carried out by fully
qualified engineers-fuU-.time staff. Cs. of
A.:~Tutors, £15. Olympias, £20. Sky
larks, £25. T-2IB's and Eagles, £30, All
enquiries to the Hon. Secretary, 4 Elmer
Court,Elmer Sands, Nr. Bognor Regis,
Sl;lssex. Telephone: Middleton-on-Sea 2391.

FOR SALE

"MINIMOA" Sailplane, German built
Gliding Angle I :26. First class condition,
normal flying instr. fitted. Dutch C. of A.
Price £400. Apply: . Royal Netherlands
Aero Club, 8 Jozef ISTaelsplein, The
Hague, Holland.

CABLE Parachutes (B.G.A. Appro....ed)
obtainable from Ratsey & Lapthom Ltd_,
Medina Road, Cowes, Isle of Wight.

BENDIX Nom-Spillable Attitude Gyros.
These exceptional U.S. instruments are
now a....ailable for cKport. Complete
installation includes 12 ....olt In....erter, all
necessary cables, connectors and instruc
tions. Artificial Horizon Mounts in
Standard 31 in. diameter opening. In
verter draws approximately 1.9 amps.
Weight 8 1bs. Sterling payment .can be
arranged, £150. Thomson, 716 Calle Palo
Colorado, Santa Barbara, California,
U.S.A.

JASKOLKA ZO high performance sailplane
(available after testing For B.G.A. C. of
A.). The machine is offered delivered to
site complete with full' blind flying instru
mentation at an inclusi....e price of £1,2S<il,
This sailplane may be inspected at Dunstable
by prior appointment. Hire purchase facil
ities can be arranged. Box 44.

WANTED

CADET on Tutor fuselage wanted. Please
write to Bristol Gliding Club, Nympsfield,
Nr. Stonehollse, Glos.

TO complete set. Gliding Vol. 3, No. 2.
Two copies requited. Look it out now.
Box No. 43.

INSTRUMENTS wanted:- A.S.I., Alti
meter and Vario in reliable condition.
Offers to N. M. lackson, 40 Eamont
Gardens, W. Hartlepool.

SITUATIONS VACANT

GLIDING Instructors required 1959 June
to August inclusive, at Lakes Gliding Club.
Apply to: Mr. J. M. Young, 40 Sowh
Road, Kirkby Stephen, WestmorIaod.
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IN tl1e p~st it has been cust~mary ~uring the winter months to find littl-e to
report In club news, but thIS year It appears to be very much the reverse.

Gliding activities continue all the year round and so should club news,
evert if the topics change from outdoors 10 indoor s~jals and annual main
tenance.

This month club news includes the first in what I hope will beeome a
series. Namely the showing ()[ club ties, blazer badges, car badges, etc. The
Kent Club which has been formed nearly three years has two very good
badges which their members are keen to possess. These are in ver:y short
supply, both being at present out of stock, but this is shortly to be recfified.
I hope other clubs wiII send in photographs of their badges, including a brief
description of colours, etC'.

1 think it is a good idea that the Club News section of SArLPLANE &
GLIDING should give news ot clubs being formed so that any enthusiasts who
feel they would like to, or could help, can contact and offer their services to
the; person who is doing all the spade work. This is often a lengthy and
irksome task of letter writing, 'phone calling, etc. Therefore, any of you
interested in a dub in South Wales at F.airwood Airport, Swansea might like
to contact Hon. Secretary, R. J. Comley, 76 Fredericke Place, L1ansamlet,
Swansea, wh.o no doubt will be pleased to have some offer of help and advice.

With the new soaring season advancing, thoughts also turn towards the
Nationals and this is a subject very much in the mind of the News Editor.
It is necessary to mention the Press date for the June issue now, because the
date for Club News copy is due before the April issue is published. Will
Press Secretaries note that copy for the April issue is the usual period of time,
i.e., first post, Monday 16th February, and the June issue, first post, Monday
30th March. I shall send a reminder to Press Secretaries, but "to be fore
warned is to be fore-armed" so please have your copy ready, typed as usual,
double spaced on foolscap, and sent to S.E. Ambulance Station, New Cross
Road, $.E.14.

COLlN MOORE,

Club and Association News Editor.
--4a-



Dr. Kwal1U! Nkrumah, Prime Minister 0/
Ghana, discussing the Slingsby Tandem Tulor
with Dick Skelton, Chairman 0/ the Cluh.

ANDOVER
SOME 50 members of the club wit.h their

ladies were present at the annual party
and dance held at the Star and Garter Hotel,
Andover, on Saturday, 6th December.

The newly formed entertainments com
mittee deserved much credit for arranging
such an excellent social evening designed to
bring members together in the long evenings
'of the winter months. Lady members spent
a busy day in attractively decorating the
hall. Dance music was provided by the
Black Jacks Band from Southampton, led
by a member of the club.

Other club members provided a humor
ous floor show, which soon had the audience
in the right frame of mind for a jolly
evening, which proved to be a great success.

It is the intention that other social
evenings will be afI'angcd throughout the
winter, the object being to keep the club in
its present happy state during the shorter
flying days.

Flying will go on as usual in the winter
and our craft will be seen creeping through
thl;; mist each Wednesday, Saturday and
Sljoday, as usu.al.

The C.F.l. has ambitious plans for next
year; it is his intention to provide more
advanced soaring tuition for the members
now that adequate craft are available.

As the year draws to a close, we would
like to wish all other clubs a happy and
prosperous New Year.

If anyone ever runs short of glide
distance, drop in and see us: there are two
Motels at the edg~~of the Airfield. J.D.

BLACKPOOL AND FYLDE
DEVELOPMENT of our hill site at Nickey

Nook has continued since our last
report in -October. We have been busy,
when no flying was possible at Squires Gate,
in clearing access to two alternative areas at
the top of the Fell. These two sites permit
flying in a wide range of wind directions,
and hill soaring along a north-westerly
ridge. Their development has necessitated
cutting a path through bracken and dry
stone walls and has provided many Sundays
labour for all hands. To add to our troubles,
our "one-off", portable winch went tl;;m
peramental On us ana started boiling at the
least provocation. It has now been provided
with a large fan and works efficiently.
although the gyratiops of the manual pay
on operator give the casual observer the
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P.G.B.

ACCRA
THE Club held its second Annual Open

Day on 16th November and was
honoured by a visit from the Ghana Prime
Minister, Dr. 1'o'krumah, and several
Cabinet Ministers. Demonstration flights
by the Tandem Tutor and Syndicate Spatz
went off smoothly and, as both machines
found lift, they were able to demonstrate
some soaring flight 'as well. Speculation
regarding the outcome of the Prime
Minister's visit has covered a wide field, but
the only certain thing so far is that Dr.
Nkrumah and the large number of guests
enjoyed themselves.

After much discussion, heated argument
and several meetings, it has now been
decided that the next machine for the club
shall be a Prefect and this has been ordered
with the hope of delivery in Ghana in
February.

Ron Smee, a member of the Spatz
syndicate, earned his Silver C height. leg OJ;!

23rd November when he recorded a gain of
height of 1,200 metres and on the same day
Karl Lorenz had a 16-.minute soaring f1igllt
in the Tandem Tutor for his C Certi1icate.
On 1st November, Gerry Burgess came close
to completing his Silver C with a 4 hr. 38
min. flight in the Spatz. The most interesting
"thermal" of the latter flight came when 70
tons of explosives were detonated at the
quarry which is producing rock for the new
Tema harbour. The smoke column from
this blast was giving a very turbulent 3
metres per second when the Spatz joined it
at 2,500 ft.



impression that we hand-crank our gliders
into the sky. An automatic pay-on is our
next project.

In November we paid another flying visit
to the Fell with the Eon Baby. Access to the
tOP of the Fell proved less difficult than we
had imagined, and in no time at all, our
CF.I., Jack Aked, was airborne over
Seorton. Jack flew from each of the new
sites. He did some ridge soaring, found
some thermals, and was highly delighted
with the site which we all think offers great
prospects for the summer months.

At Squires Gate, Bill Dodds and Ken
Payne have gained their A and B certificates.

K.R.P.
CAMBRIDGE

ON a cold, foggy November evening, it
is certainly a pleasure to sit in a nice

warm room, watch a colour film with sail
planes circling happily or scraping dicily,
and listen to Jock Findlater, the meteor
ologist, talking about bigger and better
thermal bubbles. This happened on the first
of this winter's Social Evenings organised
by Frank Lindsell. The social events of the
scason will, as usual, culminate in the
Club's Annual Dinner which is expected to
be held on Saturday, 14th February.

Work in the field, however, is less of a
pleasure these days. The required enthusi
asm is best whipped up by setting a good
example, and this is where Gil Phillips and
his Mechanical Sub-Committee are scoring
high. Let us survey the important innova
tions on the mechanical side. The duty
instructor of the day is now joined by a duty

engineer. All solo-pilots are either winch
drivers or winch-drivers under training.
The various items of mechanical equipment
are now looked after by sponsors, specialists
and project-chasers. This imaginative feat
of organisation has, of course, the object of
spreading the burden.

G.S.N.
CORNISH
T HE major news for this report is the fact

that we are now safely in possession of
our airfield for the foreseeable future.

The campaign which we reported running
in the last issue resulted in the magnificent
total of nearly 5,000 signatures on a Public
Petition headed by the Lord Lieutenant,
the High Sheriff, the Lord Bishop and the
Grand Bard of Comwall. In addition we
had resolutions from the County Council
and from most of the Local Authorities in
the County. Associations, commerc4:i1
undertakings, trading organisations, Clubs.
Show Societies, aU were rallied to our
support; but perhaps that four successive
weeks of questions in the Commons, from
members on both sides of the House, was
the final straw which weighed with the
Minister to accept the Tender for the
aerodrome which the Club wanted.

We are very proud of the work which we
as members managed to do to attain our
ends, but we are also most grateful for the
support which came so widely and SO
strongly from all tho3C, inside and outsi<le
the Duchy, who felt with us in the project.
We have, of course, recorded our heartfelt
thanks to our new landlord, who is now

Air Commodore G. J.
C. Paul, founder of the
R.A.F. Gliding &. Soar
ing Association (right) is
presented by Air Vice
Marshal Sir Raymond
Hart with a silver model
Sedbergh, on retiring
from the R.A.F.
Courtesy of UThe Aeroplane"
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1,500 ft.
a.s./.

fleet: ;2 P,refecls, 3 Olympias,

Skylark 11. ;2 T·2Ibs, T-42b.

Subsl:ription £7 Enlrance fee £2
Launches 31•. Flyinll fee 12

'
. per hr.

Home of the MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB
YOU WANt I'tl - WE HAVE /TI

Ab initio tri3ininll
Advanced insfruction

Aerobatic. Blind flyinll traininll
5-hour duration, Silver "C' Heillht

Ridlle soarinll. thermal's, Waye flyinll
Excellenl residential clubhouse

Good food Bar

RES/DENTIAL SUMMER COURSES

The
Long Mynd,
Shropshire

BRITAIN'S
FINEST

SOARING
S lYE

LIMITED

Write for Course Brochure and Mem~rship Prospectus 10:
'ENQUIRIES'.

Midland Gliding Club I.td.. Long Mynd,
CHURCR STRET'rON, Shropshire

Tel. Linley 206

C.M.-H.

having as his successor Arthur Steward, who
is ao ex-Fleet Air Arm Pilot.

The Officers and Committee have been
much exercised in trying to decide on a
Course Programme for this year (1959).
Accommodation at our nearby Holiday
Camp has not been all that satisfactory in
the past so we have now arranged to put up
our Course Members at a fully-liGensed
Hotel in Perranporth itself, convenient to
the airfield, but within 100 yds. of miles of
golden sands, some of the best surfing in
the country, and all the amenities of a
holiday, resOrt. We think we must be tbe
only Club in the country to be able to offer
such facilities. Are we?

engaged in the legal process of taking over
his latest responsibilities. .

The campaign and its result brought to
the Club a most welcome volume of Press
and other publicity, not the least of which
were the successions of mentions on
Television, and Radio.

But that isn't all our news, of course.
Everything has gone on as usual and' we can
rc;port a number of new A, B andC
Certificates, as well as three Silver C
duration legs. Furthermore, we now have
two more Instructors who have gained their
B.G .A. categorisation: Arthur Bos.anko and
Bill Robins. Ovr distit'\g1:lished visitors have
included Air Cmdr. Paul, of the Air League
of the British Empire, and W. I-t. Perry, the
Asst. Div. ComtroUer from 'he Ministry' of C'ROWN A.GE:NTS
Tra11sport and Civil Aviation.

On the social ~ide we have again had a NEWS has come from Dick Kuyper, now
most successful Christmas Draw, w(th its back in Kenya, that he has been doing
welcome profits to Club funds, and our some in~tructing and joy-riding. There
second Annual Dinno:r and' Dance, which appears to be a certain amount of"coUision
was again so enjoyably organised by Pip risk" out there, as he writes:-"... I
Phillips and Bill RatcJiffe. damaged the single-ss:ater by flying ,into an

We do have one regret: our Hon. eagle at 3,000 fL The blasted bird came
Treasurer, Russen Muirhead, has been head on in a rough thermal, smashed two
!ransferred by his Bank to a MaNlgership ribs and the leading eage ply. An 18 in. hole
Ln the Isle ,of Wight, but we are consoled by made surprisingly little difference in the
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T. R. Beasley, 1425 Painler Circle, SI. Laurent, Monlreal,Canada.

The Aero Club of Soulb Africa. P.O. Box 2312, Maritime House.
Londay Street, Johannesburc.

Direct from B.G.A. or conlact G. Hookings, 23 Yallendon Road,
St. Helicrs, Auckland, E.!. Send Postal Order £1.

Bow to get "SAILPLANE AND GLmING"

NEW ZEALAND:

CANADA:

SOUTH AFRICA:

>
>

"Sailplane and Gliding" can be oblained in Ibe U.K. al all Gliding Clubs, or send 17•. (pO.1 ~ >
free) for an Annual Subscription 10:-The BrilisllGliding Associalion, Londonderry House, ~

~ 19 Park Lane, London, W.!. Single copies and mosl of Ibe back issues are also available, price ~> 2•. 10<1. po.t free. Enquiries regarding bulk orders of 12 or more copies, ac wholesale prices, should ~

: : ::: :0ET:.SBr~i: ::d::Associalion. : ~

~ AUSTRALIA: Stoc:kisu: HearD'S Hobbies. 367, Flinders Streel, Melbourne, <

~

~

<
<

U.S.A., '" Please apply direct 10 British Glidina Association. Sinalc copies
OTHER COUNTRIES: 2s. 10<1. or 17•. annually. (SO cenls or $3.00 annually).

SCANDINAVIA: Hans ElIerstrom. Gronalundsgalan 9B, Malmo. S.V.• Sweden.

Gre.n LealMr Ootb Binder. laking 12 issues (2 years): 1Ss. 601. poOl free fl'Olll B.G.A.
Will ~IO bilM! y ...r B.G.A. pftSOllJiI Pilol Loebookl'

.-. .-..

flying, but I was glad to put her down on the
aerodrome again", It looks as if the Kenya
Game Wardens have not been teaching
their charges to fly the right way round in
thermals, and we congratulate Dick on his
lucky escape. J.E.G.H.

Kaye and Woolley, Brian Jefferson and
other members of his new committee. The
rain caused some unexpected delays in
rocket take-offs but the casualties were few
and Basil, our chairman, CQuld discard his
bandages after some days.

The Annual Dinner and Dance at the
DERBYSHIRE AND LANCS. St. Anne's Hotel in Buxton was even more

ON Sunday, 19th October, John Tweedy, splendid than in previous years. Our guests
our new joint deputy C.F I.• reached a of honour were Fred and Fluff Slingsby,

height of 12,300 ft. above take-otf height. who gave us one of the best gliding club
He has now installed one of the new Cook after dinner speeches yet heard. O.W.N.
electric variomet.ers in the private "Sky". HALIFAX'
Lawrence Robertson flying in the Olympia
Peveril was sighted by John at 8.700 ft., WELL. after a long drawn-out paper
but has not yet disclosed details of his - struggle and many trips to London by
flight. our President, we finally had to leave

We are delighted that Harry Harris Sherbum. BUI not before we acquired a solo
achieved a well.eamed C on 7th December machine and tasted the joys of having no
in wave assisted slope lift. Usually he back-seat driver. Most of the old stalwarts
misses his tum to fly because he works so who have kept the club going for the past
persistentJy on the many petrol engines three years managed to get their A and B.
which. are so essential for "Flight without We hadn't enough time left on the airfield to
Power". catch any Cs. So here we are back in the

On 1SI November, a steady "Damphill Pennines before we were really ready. Two
Downpour" did not secceed in damping a sites to go at but not enough experience to
very enjoyable bonfire and barbecue party say which, we'll likely get established
arranged with great skill and energy by quicker on our hill site than if wo'd been
Peter Boneham, Karl Birkelt, Dorothy able to stop- at Sherbum.
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Our annual dinner was quite a success in
spite of our Sherburn disappointment.
The next social "Do" will be the hQuse
warming party at our new site sometime in
February.

Our President leaves in January on a
Goodwill lour of' the U.S.A., so he'll
probably come back ~uII ofSpatz and
canned beer, sometime In Aug.ust. By that
time we hope to show him some Cs, maybe
silver.

Well there's our news, some bad, some
hopefUl. All the best in the New Year to all
the clubs.

n.M.

KENT
THE Kent Club is now reinforcing the

instructors' list. The CF.I., Roy
Hubble, and Mfckey Gilbert, obtained
B.G.A. instructors categories and Richa~d

Parkinson was granted a provisional
category. A training pTogramme is
functioning for a gn;>Up of ult instructors,
and other instructors (some with A.T.e.
categories), are being encouraged to take a
B.G.A. category.

Just to prove that soaring in November is
a reasonable hobby, Philippa Buck'ley kept

the Olympia up for an hour and Roger
Neame kept her company in the Syndicate
Skylark. UnfortuIlalely, neithel: pilot
seemed to have a very clear idea on the
source of the upcurrents. On the last day of
Novembel:, Glynm Richards was allowed to
'fly sol~, having achieved the all-time high
(for him) of 16 years, zero months .and two
day~ in age. Two other members to solo
that day were Owen Maddock and John
Baldock.

M.G.

LAKES
RECENT reports submitted from this dub

might give the impression that local
activities have been restricted only to
hangar-construc.tion and social evenings, all
to the detriment of active gliding. True, the
former have certain news value, but not so
the regularity of a fun Sunday's series of
ci~uits and bumps on the Fell.

The autumn and winter weather here
has been unkind on occasions, low ,cloud
having suspended operations more than
once, but high winds have been absent for
some time now. On 30th November, a long
narrow cloud could be SlJCn along the Cross
Fell-Great Dun Fell ridge on the Eastern

The Kenl Gliding Club's lie and badge.
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Pennines. This was possibly the "White
Helm", a local designation, but something
which might suggest an interesting venue
for the sailplane pilot.

Returning to the subject of th~ Hangar,
the adjoining Clubroom is now completed,
and awaiting suitable furnishings. In
voluntary organizations such as this,
members talents are given chance of
expression and two names whose ability
have been perpetuated in this building are
Bryan Daykin .and John Wrighl.

The Annual Dinner Dance was held on
11th December, at the Royal Station Hotel
at Carnforth, and proved as before, an
undoubted success.. Chris. Riddell from
Yorkshire, had some nice things to say
about our progress. J.W.A.

LASHAM
I N spite of the gloom cast by Great Fog

of November the hard core of foul
weather members has appeared each week
end and the training of oext year's soaring
pilots continues unabated.

We cheered ourselves up on 8th Novem
ber with a multiple-stage rocket competition
in place of a standard bonfire. There were
about a dozen entries, most of them exotic
in form and some of them downright
terrifying. The winner was Frank Kinder
with a silver affair with fins. All thr«
stages were fired satisfactorily in flight, the
debris descending neatly at the feet of the
audience. Julian Merfield's No. 2 rocket

Fields aroundLasham photographedJrolll the
Weihe by Hans Pietsch.

was a close second and John Holder
staggered onto the field with a man-sized
rocket that had to be fired by having a
lighted cigarette pressed into its innards.
Our congratulations go to Ted Shepard and
Katherine Pridham, who got married on
12th December. and to James Adair and
Jill Mettam, who are to be married on 10th
January. Also to David Hooper and Ann
Newton on their engagement.

A very successful ten days were spent at
the Long Mynd under the supervision of
David Darbishire, during the '''Wave
Safari". Flying took place every day, but
only on the first day was the wave in action,
when David Hooper and Ann Newton in
the Eagle went to 8,300 ft.; the wind that
day was over 50 knots on the ground, but
only 40 knots at the top of the climb.

We are sorry that Lt.-Commander
Phillips will not be staying with the centre
but we welcome as General Manager,
his successor~ Lt.-Commander Dennis
Lough. Outward and visible signs of
General Managership can already be seen
in a splendid path from Clubhouse to car
park, the filling in of the deeper puddles and
the introduction of "the Ritz", the re
decorated bunkhouse intended primarily
for COUrse members, but otherwise open to
members at 4/- a night.

There is a strong rumour that Derek
Goddard will be back from Assam next
summer, but whether he could be persuaded
back onto the staff has not been revealed.

RH.

LONDON
THERE is little to report since our last

notes, the weather having been rather
bad and the soaring winds almost non
existent; except for a light soaring wind on
Sunday. 14th December, when practically
the whole Club fleet was pushed into the air.

During the winter months much useful
work is being put iD. A new trailer ()f novel
design has been constructed in an incredibly
short space of time-very largely due to the·
efforts of Chuck and Bonnie Bentson.
Other trailers are being built by private
owners; and work is going ahead on the new
high performance two-seater of Vic Ginn
to be called "The Kestrel". Gangs can be
seen most week-ends digging and working
on the new garage foundations.

We are glad to welcome John Westhorpe
as a new permanent member of the staff.
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Ray Stafford-Allen, author
a/Tire "Glider Maintenance
Manual" 10 be publislred by
The B.G.A. slrortly, and
General Manager 0/ tire
London Gliding CII/b, num
bers welding amongst Iris
many Ta[ents.-Pho(o by
Tany Marshall.

John spent the past ;eason as course
instructor, and the Club has found him a
very valuable asset.

The Christmas Dance on Saturday. 13th
December, was very successful, and went on
until the early hours of Sunday morning.
We shall be holding our Annual Dinner
Dance on Saturday, 28th February, at the
Clubhouse; and as tickets are limited, all
persons wishing to attend are advised to
send their bookings to Mrs. A. Walker,
cto London Gliding Club, Dunstable
Downs, Beds., as soon as possible. Actual
Dance tickets for those people who cannot
get to the Dinner are not limited.

Minshall, our resident M.T. engineer and
Instructor. Now, whatever the icy blast
without. one may winch in comfort.

The Blue Prefect too, has had a mod. by
Teddy Proll, which is a very nice fully
enclosed canopy, giving much comfort and
silence. Improvements in the Clubhouse
are a super Calor Gas cooker in place of
our oil-burning steve, and approved im
provements to the Bar counter, giving more
elbow room for those that lean.

Rumour has it that there is something in
the water at the M.G.C. Another marriage.
This time, hardworking club member and
Mag. Editor John Anstey, to one of the fast

P.F. dwindling single ladies at the Club, Esme
MIDLAND Johnson, who has also done a tremendous

AFTER a long absence, the westerly winds amount for the Club in her own time.
returned on 16th October, and pro- A tramps' party held on 1st November,

duced a wave which sat over The Mynd all was a great success, and continued till the
day. Three members reached heights early hours to the sound of fireworks, and
between 7,000 ft. and 7,800 ft. a.s.1. and swallowing.
were able to view other waves to the south- We were pleased to welcome home from
west, considerably higher, which were alas. America Doe. Butler, who has spent the
not for us. But we were very content, and last twelve months there. Mike Randle too,
the whole club fleet enjoyed gQod flights has returned to the fold after his National
Until dusk. Service in Canada, and promptly did his

Our Roder-Rootes winch has been made Diamond Goal flight to Great Yarmouth.
mo~e homely, by a wonderful metal cabin, Again a ~emindet that we are holding our
designed and built by the fair 'aods of Jack Easter Rally as usual. and will be delighted
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to see old and new faces in March, when we
will try to provide some weather.

As we go to press there is news of another
club member getting spliced, this time Ted
Shepherd to Surrey member, Catherine
Pridham. To them we offer our very best
wishes for a long and happy life. C.G.

MOONRAKERS
THIS club is now at Royal Air Force

Station Upavon on the northern edge
of Salisbury Plain. Ol,lr club fleet consists
of seven aircraft including a T-21B, a Gull
IV and it is shonly to be augmented by a
Kite I, a welcome additiqn as our only
intermediate, a Grunau lA, lacks air brakes
or spoilers. Hence the Gull at present
closely resembles the carrot on the stick.
Our Kranich is now nearly ready to take up
slack thanks to the skilled ministratiOns
of Chief Technician Owens, Junior Tech
nician Chandler and the boffin-like machina
tions of Dick Stratton and much communal
elbow grease.

Dick Stratton's energy, foresight and
know-how has given our M.T., winches
and tractors a new look and they now
successfully withstand even the most
enthusiastic efforts of their least trained
operators.

On the flying side we have with the
greatest regret relinquished Roger Mann as
our C.F.I. on his release from the R.A.F.
He was with the club only for a year but his
work acted as a much needed tonic. Our
new C.F.I is Flight.Lieutenant Ken Fitzroy

who flies :&:verleys out of Abingdon when
he is not busy gliding.

A club with a scattered clientele like ours
(we serve some eight R.A.F. stations) needs
a number of instructors and Flight-Lieuten
ant Eric Reeves (our secretary), Junior
Technician Geoff Chandler and Corporal
Mike Mantripp have all returned triumph
antly from courses at R.A.F. Hawkinge.
Eric's fine reverberating voice will stand
him in good stead in this new role. In
addition to our service instructors much
hard work has been done for us in this line
by Dick Stratton aforementioned, and
Major John Evans, both from Boscombe
Down.

The club has recently been joined by
Sergeant Williamson more familiarly known
as WilIie and we hear that both be and Ken
Fitzroy are in the B.G.A.'s seeded fifteen
for the 1960 World Championships. We
will give them all the backing that we can
and we wish them well.

Once more winter is upon us· and once
more the hard cote of enthusiasts gather
round to supply from their ranks the C
aspirants of another spring. R.D.P.

NEWCAsnE
KEATS called ~his time of thl;: year the

season of mIsts and mellow fruitfulness
and though I can't ·say anything about the
latter, I can cenainly vouch for the mists as
Usworth, in common with the rest of the
country, has been plagued with fog.
Strangely enough the flying hasn't been

Steve Gree1/ gives a trip to
"Harry", the only 1/01/
paying member 0/ the Ke1/t
ell/b.-photo by Pace 0/
Sidcl/p.
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OXFORD
WHATEVER the year may bring, we can

. but hope it will be better than 1958.
Of ItS weather let It suffice to say that it is a
long time since we Were grounded for so
many days.

Of our modest achievements let us recall
C~ris Hurst and the Olympia, 105 miles to
Bndport and that unfortunate time of
4 hrs. 50 mins.-John Matheson's Silver C
Duration at The Mynd, in the Blue Gull and
our C.F.L's frequent excursions around
Oxfordshire on marginal days in the same
aireraft.

First solos in the T-2IB have been a
popular success, despite the-ahem-un
fortunate contretemp in October. This is
hardly surprising, for the idea, initiated by
people better qualified than we, has been
?~rated elsewhere for several years without
IOcIdent, and we are sorry it fell to us to
spoil the record.

We were fortuna~e, however, that a hectic
day spell:t by J~y Taylor on the telephone
resulted m top hoe co-operation by "Tich"
Holmes, the Underwriters and our good
fflends at Lasham. Within 48 hours of the
accident, the T-2IB was on its way to the
Surrey Club's workshop, and in less than
five weeks was back in service its cockpit
and port wing evidence of a first-rate job.

seriously restricted but as is usual. on a flat
site in winter, training has taken precedence
over soarmg and the T-2l has been working
at full pressure. There is, as a result little
news of flying to report except the appear
ance of one new Gold C and one new Silver
C in the field. Andy Coulson's distance
flight from Lasham has been recognised
thus giving him his final leg, and Doug:
Collinson's 70 miles, also from Lasham has
gained him the distance leg of his SiJv~r C
and completed his certificate.

Owing to unforeseen circumstances the
A.G.M. with its many changes which took
place earlier this year has not been reported
so on the priociple of better late than not at
all, here are t~e.detajls. The main changes
were the decision to abandon the City
headquarters in Newcastle and concentrate
all social and secretarial activities at
Usworth, the other eIlanges being among
the officials.

The meeting commenced under the chair
manship of Mr. A. P. Miller, who conducted
the first part of the business and after
pre~nting hjs report made known to the
meeting that he did not wish to stand for re
election as chairman and handed over to
Andy Coulson who presided over the- rest
of the meeting. As several o1her officials
including our Secretary, Miss DorothY
Halles and the Treasurer, DQug. Collinson
had ~Iso declined re-election, the rest of th~
meetmg was taken up with the elections and
the following changes were made:-Chair
man, Andy CouJs~)O (vice Mr. Miller), Secre
ta~, Doug. Collinson (vice Miss Dorothy
HaJles), Adam Dodds was elected Treasurer
and our new C.F.r. and Flight Secretary is
AlIan Pratt, who up till now has been aetffig
as. deputy C.F.r. Three other sub-com
mJltees were also elected to take car'C of
aircraft., M.T. and c1ubholise maintenance
respectively, and after anno\lncing the
results our new chairman paid tribute to the
vast. amount of work that the retiring
offiCials had put in during their terms of
office. He also thanked them for their offers
°lf help and then brought the meeting to a
c ose. L
NORFOLK ..A.C.

A GUDI!,G club has n?w been ~ormed in
b ~orwl~h.. A commIttee of eIght have
~n mvestlgatmg the possibilities of several

al elds in the neighbourhood.
Whhen several problems have been solved

We -ope t ". fl . ,. h ~ uc ymg at least one two-seater
In t e commg season. M.R.C.
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A visit by Ann: Welch was tl'!e occasion
for the first of a series of film shows and
lectures,as well as a time of t>Tial for our
Instructors.

The name "Ann" is now freely aSWl;iated
with "aspirin", but three limp Instructors
are nevertheless agreed that it was an
experience ofgreat benefit. For the ordinary
member it was an occasion to improve our
operating efficiency by 50%. With more
care and less cleverness our ground cr~ws

could achieve this on any day, and we could
promise more flying and less frustration for
everyone.

L.A.S.

SPEEDWELL WIRE CO. LTD.
SpeedweU Wire Works:
Coatbrldge - Glasgow

Suppli,UJ of Wire for Auto-tow. ~
Gliding Club. throughout the country.

Associa,ed wilh:-

MARTlN- BLACK & Co. (Wire Ropes) LTD.
M~nuf;dll'.rs of C..ble for Winch launching

SplHld,well Works, COlllbridge, Glasgow
London: Number Twentyfive, Curtain Rd.,

E.C.2

SOUTHERN CROSS

THE Southern Cross Gliding Cl~b of
Sydney, now has a members.hip of

about 75 active flying members, and three
aircraft, a Kookaburra two-seater" a King
fisher and a Grunau Baby. The first two
machines were manufactured by Edmund
Schneider of Adelaide and although they
are good solid Club machines, their per
fOl'Jl1ance leaves very much to be desired.

Operating headquarters ,are ,at Camden
Airfield about 35 miles fram Sydney. There
are a number of active Clubs in Sydney and
all operate from Camden. . . .

Winching with 5,000 ft. of ! 10. dIa, solid
drawn piano wire gives launch heights from
1,200 to 2,400· ft.., a launch costs Ss. and we
fly at the rate of £1 per hour.

The Sydney Soaring Club also operate
from Camden with their Skylark and use
Aero-tows with a Tiger Moth which actually
belongs to the G.F.A. but they care for and
keep it, but it is there for Aero-tows for all If
desired.The big chief of the Sydney Soaring Club
is Merv Wagnom, pOssibly you have heard
of him.

Gliding in Australia has to be a Very full
participation sport, I'm arraid, la~k~ng

capital and receives very little pu?hclty.
there have been several good dcslgas of

glider built and flown here, bllt not up to
European standard of course. How~ver,

we have the young men here who, WItl:J a
little encouragement. and help, could deSign
sailplanes of a very high. standard and
performance and we crertalOly Ilav~. the
country here th'at will give us the c<;mdltJons
to produce flights of outstandmg per
formance.

I might mention that there are severalR.M.
-5~

SOUTHDOWN
T HE year 1958 ended with some weak north

erly winds giving hill soaring as a pleasaDt
replacement to the circuli weather of the
<lutumn. Les Booth took the opportunit¥
to 'gain his C, and Beresford Taylor a.nd
Stuart Brooker both went solo. .

Use of.a new cable and a certam amount
of guile in extending the able. run, .has
resulted in 1,200 ft. launches ID light wmds
and a near miss with the cable on our
visiting landlord. . . .

An ingenious deVice ~as been erec~ed ID
the hangar during the wJOter months, In the
form of a portable "working area" made up
of movable sections with a polythene
roofing to give maximum light. This not
only has the advantage of concentrating the
area to be heated, but also allows that area
to be positioned wherever is most con
venient inside the hangar.

Peter Fletcher, after asking us to complete
covering the wings of his newly recon
structed Cadet, took the opportunity of test
flying it at Firle. It perform~d remarkably
well hill soaring with everythmg else. That
is u'ntil Peter drunk with power, failed to
n~tice on his 'second launch going up, that
everything else was coming down. The
result was inevitable, and when we went to
retrieve him from the top of Fide Beacon,
he made a brave sight reminiscent of the
I 922 mee~ing.

But we're coming into the season for
north-easterlies, when Firle is a site second
to none in this country--'and who knoWs,
Peter may yet have the last laugh when he
hill soars the Cadet the 50 miles along' the
Downs to Petersfield.



"Briegleb" Sailplanes well under constr\lc
tion here and I feelt'hat they will be as good
as a shot in .the arm to the gliding movement
here, they certainly look like being a mighty
machine.

R.A.F.

SCOTTISH G.U.
OUR first full year's flying at Portmoak

produced 666 hrs. for 2,779 launches
to 7th December). Soaring took place on

81 out of 137 flying days. Comparison with
our best year at BaladQ shows that flying
time has been almost doubled, while the
number of launches is about halved.

While fewer launches are required on a
soaring day at Ponmoak, the reduced
launching rate is certainly due in part to a
slower turn-round than could be achieved
at Balado. This is largely ca~d by cable
retrieving delays, partly due to the rough
state of the ground in places and partly to
the speed of our tractors. We shall buy a
diesel tractor as soon as we can afford one
but in the meantime we are experimenting
with a completely new answer to the
problem-the Hendry-Sambale Electric
Hare. This is a cable retrieving device on
the endless belt principle, and consists of a
loop of heavy wire rope, stretching the
length of the runway, with a tensioned
pulley at each end and driven through the
second drum of a two-drum Wild winch.
Cables are retrieved by a sled clipped by a
elf releasing clamp to the loop. Although

still being developed, the equipment can
already provide a launch every five minutes.

More details will be given when we have
had more .experie~ of using ,the equip
menL

Our existing T-21 is shortly to be joined
by another and we have also ordered a
Swallow to replace the written-off Prefect.
When the Skylark III now being built from
a kit by Rae, Pinkerton and Ross, is
completed, probably Ln the late spring, ten
aircraft will be operating at Portmoak-a
good stimulus to improve the launching
rate.

Apart from two climbs in wave on 2nd
November, to 10,000 (t. by Bill Lawson in
his Eagle and to 7,000 ft. by John Hendry
in a Club Olympia, there is little of note to
report in the flying line. S.teady progress is
being made with ab ini/ios, and' sending
people solo at Portmoak is no longer con
sidered the hazardous business we thought
it was going to be when we moved there.

At the Christmas Party held at the
Bridgend Hotel, Kinross, on 13th Decem
ber, the Parker Cross-eountry Cup (the
Span Pan) was awarded for the second
successive year to Charlie Ross for his 93
mile flight to Kilberry in the Mull of
Kintyre. The Boyle Altitude Trophy or Up
Cup went to Tom Docherty for a 9,600 ft.
climb in a cu-nim. The Clot Pot, a
splendidly ornate example o~ a ~ell-known

piece of bedroom ware, which IS awarded
annually for performances of outstanding
reprehensibleness, was awarded jointly to
Jimmy Rae and Charlie and Jane Ross. It
would be unkind 10 tell you why.

D.B.

L. 10 R.-John Pinkerton,
Charlie Rass and Bill
Shanks getting up steam at
Ihe S.G. U. Christma.s party.
We don't know the girl.
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TAUNTON VALE
By the end of the year, we should have

completed 1,500 launches, with only
two gliders, and weather pennitting, hope
to improve this total next year.

The local council inform liS, that by
September 1959, they have agreed to
replace a road which was .c1osed in 1939
and ran right across the au:field. At ~
moment there al'e a number of alternative
schemes: including the building of a new
road right across the airfield, but we are
pressing for the cheapest one involving the
use of the Northern taxi-track. The taxi
track is in first class order and wider than
most "A" classified roads. Should a new
road be cut through the airfield our opera
tion would be severely restricted and auto
towing hardly practical. In case the need
should arise, we are looking out for an
alternative site.

Aero-towing was a new feature at the
club a few weeks .ago and those who
experienced their first tows were much
impressed. Our CF.I. and his pupil had an
extremely rough ride when at about 900 ft.
and flying in the lee of our South-West
slope, spent an anxious few minutes in some
of the worst turbulence he has experienced.

Ann Welch's visit to the club at the end of
November, had to be cancelled at short
notice owing to foggy conditions but we
hope she will be visiting us at an early date.

Plans for our 1959 courses are well
advanced and we may be having a few
members of the C.C.P.R. on some of them.
Given better weather conditions than those
of 1958, the courses should prove popular
and we look forward to the New Year with
"high" hopes.

P.E.B.

Robinson and Skillen, attended two courses
in July at the Long Mynd and totalled
between them 26 hrs. and a cross-country.
We would like to express our sincere thanks
to Bob NeiII and all at the Mynd who made
these courses memorable. We have ex
changed flying visits with the Ulster and
Dublin GLiding Clubs and hope lhey
enjoyed their visit as much as we enjoyed
their hospitality. Now we are hoping to
procure a new Club glider before the 1959
season. W.L.

LAKES GLIDING CLUB
INITIAL T/l.AINING COUII.SES 1959

Our $ulnlfter Horiday Courses offer you an
unt;.~~Jed OPPOrfunify fer lln ideal gliding
holid.y and introduction to "he sport amid~t

lhe m.gnif:cenl fell SC.n~ry or the lake Di~ri::t..

Spedal raleJ for pri.ate o... n~rs.

Wr;t. for delai" ilnd brochure 10:

MR. J. M. YOUNG.

~O SOUTH ROAD'. KIRKBY STEPHEN,

WESTMORLANO

BRISTOL GLIDING CLUB
NYMPSFIELD. GLOS.

We offer excellent lhermal. hill and wave
soaring Irom one 01 England's beauty spols
on lhe edge of the Cotswolds, near St;oud.
Coft'tfortabl. up-to-d.at. Clubhou.s.a with fu" racilitin.
Fleet af 7 tWc.aft iach.de. T31 .. T:Z1b
dual two seaters plus intermediate and

hip ...,fa,mance machl_••.

We Jpetioli.e in Summer Gliding Holiday.
for ab·initio Non·Member-.

fo. d.t.il. w.i). 10 BRISTOL GLIDING CLUB
NympJfleld, N,. $tanehou.". Gi....

T.1 ,. UL~ 3~2

ULSTER
WE started the 1958 season with a

tremendous spurt and the Tutor was
soared 26 hrs. by 6th July when Gordon
Mackie, nephew of our founder member
Jack Mackie, lost himself in low cloud, hit
the mountain with repairable damage to
himself, but irreparable damage to the dear
old Tutor. On the same day Sven Mackie
flew his new Jaskolka at Newtownards.
Meantime Beck, Heaslip and Rountrec, are
without means of ae.rial transpor,t.

The 30th September was the end of our
six months' season during which Liddell
soared his Gull 34~ hrs. He, Douglas,
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The Derbvshire and Lancashire
GL.IDING CLUB

Camphill. Greal Hucldow, Nr. Tideswell,
Derbyshire

The Club has two dual control machines and
offers elementary, intllrmadi:ue and hip per
formance facilities.

Privllt,. Owners are catered for and a fuU~

time Ground Engineer is employe_d.
The cOIfI(or.-ubl. Club House, Dormitories

and Canteen are tinder the care of a Residen-t
Steward and S1eward,us.

At Camphill there .re all those thincs which
",ak. the compl.te Gliding Club!
Write to the Secretary for details of Membership

and Summer COlII'I8.



YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB
Site: Suttan Bank, Think, North, YOlkshire (1000 ft. ~.I.I.)

Excellent Hill,. Thermal and Wave Soaring available
on the Hambledon HiUs.

full Training Counes Available for beginners in
sun"".r season.

Good Club house facilities. including dormatories.
Resident "aff.

FI••, includos, SWAllOW, IClTE 2. TUTORS & T·21B.

Visitcrs Welcome,. Write fe, further details!

Secretl!ry, Suno" Bank, Th-rsk, Ycr:c.s.

Teh Sullon {Th rsk) 237.

DO YOUlt GUDING ON THE
CORNISH RIYIIRA

THE CORNISH GlIDrNG CLUB
OFFERS COURSES BETWEEN APRIL AND OCTOBER ON
ITS MAGN FICENT COASTAL ClIFF SOAR.NG SITE IN

THE HEART OF THIS FAMED HOLIDAY AREA
Training end Solo Mechines-Aero-Iow, Av.ilable

V.sitars .. Iways very .ekome
Visitors accommodated III • fully-lie-nled hotel, in .tle
cen:re of Purlllnpcr.h.... .thin 100 yd.!i. of miles of golden
sands-ono of Ihe best surf bathing beaches in, Ihe
country-and all the usual boljda'y rnort amenities.

Apply, CHARLES ~ILNER-HAIGH.

HAWKES POINT. CARBIS BAY. CORNWALL
Telephone: SI. Ive" 93

LASHAM
(pronounced LAZZHAM)

"THE HUB" OF BRITISH GUDING

offers you unrivalled facilities fOT thermal
soaring on almost every day throughout
the year. Situated some 600 feel a.sL.
midway between Allon and Basingstoke,
the Gliding Centre is managed by the Surrey
Gliding Club in association with the Army
G.C-. Imperial College G.c.. Crown Agents'
G.C.• Polish G.C-, B.E.A. "Silver Wing" G.c..
B.B.C- Gliding Group. and many Private
Owner Groups. An experienced permanent
Staff enables Courses 10 be run at all

Seasons.

For details write 10

THE MANAGER.

lASHAM GLIDING CENTRE,

AlTON. HANTS.

LONDON GLIDING CLUB
Founded in 1930

BRITAIN'S BEST KNOWN SITE

DUNSTABLE
has every facility for all the year

soaring
Dual Insl,uction - Aero Towin~ - In.. 'rumen' Flying
Link Tr.i"... - Altfobatics - Hond.y Cou,se.

Recip,ocal Membership - Ab·initios Welcome

T·218s ..... G,unau Boby ..... P,efect .0- TulOrs - Olympia

Skyl.,k 11 - Sky - Sky,.,k III

Residenl Staff - Full Calering. Enl,ance fee 6 gn.s.
Subsc,iption 7 SJnl.

R. ItdoN AI pr. un.. cm~.1 "MII
D.nlblllle Dew1l'. D...IIIIIII 418

KENT GliDING CLUB
Gliding training will continue through
the winter, but when the snow-line rises
too high the clubhouse provides chair~

borne comfort and el\cellent bar service.
Entertaining and Instructional talks by
club members.

Wrile for irtwsJ,a,ed b,ochu,e 10:

MRS. PARKINSON.
LOOGf HOUSf,

BRABOURNE LEES.

NR, ASHFORO. KENT

SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION LTD.
POrtlnoak. Scotlond.en. by Kinross

Initial Iraining, and RJlcehll' hilt, ,het'Ina'. end "'.v.
sOllring in beaufiful SUlloundings.

7 Aircraft i"duding T.21 b two-~C!ter,

Summe, HolidlY Cou,ses of M~ days du,.tion
"e held ..ch y.". Beginners and o,h.,. ar. w.lcome

Accommodation in good local hotels.
Subscription £(0·6·0 lIntry J•• 12·2.0

Lounch•• 3#· Soaring 15.1. per h.u,
Writ. Jp the Secret." fo, furth., d.t.ib,

Please mention "Sailplane & Gliding·' when replying to advllrthem••u.



NOR'MALAIR lightweight ox)'gen equipment
was fitted in the sailptane flown by the runneF-Up in
the Open Class at the 1958 World Gliding
Championships-Commander N. GOodhart of Great
Britain. This pilot also achieved the greatest distance
flown along a set line, with a flight of 209 kilometres.

The equipment used is part oCa range of items
being produced by NORMALAIR for use in light
aircraft, small transport air:::raft and sailplanes.
Both portable sets and Axed installations are in
production, component design allowing wide
variation of Ilayout to suit individual requirements.

A feature common to all the equipment in this
range is very ,Iow weight. For example, 3, fixed
installation of 750 litres capacity weighs as little as
12l Ibs. complete. Provision is made in all ca,ses for
the sek-ctioJ'l of different flow rates, the actual rates
being variable by adjustment during manufacture.
An illustrated catalogue of this t:gl"lipment is
available on request... -

=

YEOVIL

Normalair (Canada) Ltd.
Toronto

LIGHTWEIGHT OXYIGEN
EQUIPMENT

ENGLAND

Normalair (Australia) Pty. Ltd.
Melbourne

==




